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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background and Motivation

The importance of anonymity and privacy is increasing year by year.

When we engage in online shopping, online auction or Internet forum, we might won-

der any important private information is in jeopardy. The development of information

and communication technology is increasing the change that our private information is

communicated via the network. Of course, legislation has been passed to help prevent

the unwarranted collection and retention of private information. However, when this is

unavoidable, it is important to confirm in some way that the systems involved satisfy

the desired anonymity and privacy requirements.

The formal verification of anonymity and privacy is regarded as a promising method

for this purpose. There are two classical approaches to such a formal verification

of anonymity and privacy: the transition-system-based approach (which includes pro-

cess calculi) [SS96, AF04, KR05, KMST06, DKR06] and the epistemic-logic-based ap-

proach [SS99, HO05]. In the former approach, information-hiding properties including

anonymity and privacy are formulated as behavioral equivalences of transition systems.

The latter approach formulates the properties in terms of knowledge of the attacker.

There seems to be a general feeling that the transition-system-based approach is suc-

cessful for the actual verification of anonymity and/or privacy properties. The approach

is advantageous in the method used to prove the specified properties. A simulation (or

bisimulation) proof method is a standard and powerful technique, and tool supports

are available. In fact, many verification case studies have already been done with this

approach. On the other hand, epistemic logics have significant advantages. Their ex-

pressiveness enable delicate information-hiding properties to be specified in a concise

and intuitively clear way. Epistemic logics are useful for comparing such properties.

Moreover, they can be used to formulate such properties generally, in the sense that

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

the formulations do not depend on a specific protocol or system. To obtain a general

verification method, we need a general formulation of the properties to be verified.

1.2 Related Work

Kremer and Ryan verified the anonymity/privacy of an electronic voting protocol called

FOO [KR05]. FOO is flexible, efficient, and has conformance to e-voting criteria. More-

over, it has formed the basis for many voting protocols and has been the subject of various

enhancements [AFT07]. In general, practical voting protocols involve various crypto-

graphic primitives such as public-key cryptography schemes, digital signature schemes,

and hash functions. Thus they are regarded as good examples for testing the applicability

of verification methodology.

Kremer et al. described the protocol in applied π-calculus [AF01]. The essential part

of their anonymity/privacy definition is the following equation in Proposition 1 in [KR05]

Process[vote1/x1, vote2/x2] ≈ Process[vote2/x1, vote1/x2],

where Process is a process expression representing the FOO voting protocol involving

two voters 1 and 2. This equation intuitively means that the protocol behavior with

voter 1 voting vote1 and voter 2 voting vote2 is indistinguishable from that with voter

1 voting vote2 and voter 2 voting vote1. They proved this equation by showing that

there exists some mutual simulation between transition systems, that is, transitions of

the left-hand side can be simulated by those of the right-hand side, and vice versa. In

process calculi, such a simulation is often called a bisimulation, and tool support such

as [Bla01] is available. In [KMST06] and [SS96], anonymity defined as a property of the

trace set of a transition system is formally verified, which can be regarded as proving a

kind of simulation.

On the other hand, Halpern and O’Neill showed that an epistemic logic enables us to

describe various aspects of an information-hiding property [HO05,HO08]. The epistemic

logic is a logic equipped with an epistemic modal operator Ki, where Kiφ means that

agent i knows the fact φ. Using the logic we can describe various aspects of information-

hiding properties such as:

• What information needs to be hidden?

• Who does it need to be hidden from?

• How well does it need to be hidden?
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Let us consider the voting example again. Suppose formula vote(x, y) represents the fact

that voter x cast a vote y. Then the anonymity of a voting protocol can be specified by

the following formula:

vote(i, v)⇒
∧

i′∈IA

Pj[vote(i
′, v)],

where IA is a set of voters called an anonymity set, and Pjφ is an abbreviation of ¬Kj¬φ,

meaning that “agent j thinks that φ is possible”. Thus the above formula means that,

if voter i cast a vote v, then v could have been cast by anybody in IA. Such a property

is called anonymity up to IA in [HO05]. Here we note the importance of IA. For a

practical voting protocol, abstention of voters must be considered; abstention can occur

both intentionally and as the result of the environment, e.g., by a network delay. And in

FOO it can be observed that a voter abstained without receiving the right to vote, which

roughly corresponds to abstention without going to a voting station in a physical vote.

Thus we can at most expect anonymity up to the set of voters who has received the right.

The expressiveness of the epistemic logic enables such delicate properties to be specified

in a concise and intuitively clear way. Research has been reported on epistemic-logic-

based verification [MS04], but the methodology has not been well-developed compared

with that of the transition-system-based approach.

So it must be worth applying the transition-system-based verification method to prove

the information-hiding properties described in epistemic logic. This objective is partly

achieved in [HO05]. They characterized an anonymity property specified in multiagent

systems by the strong anonymity [SS96] of CSP. However, as mentioned in [SS96], this

characterization cannot be directly employed to verify the anonymity of electronic voting.

Strong anonymity requires that, if voter i votes for candidate j and voter i′ votes for

candidate j′, then any observer considers it possible that both voters have voted for j.

This is literally too “strong” for voting.

Then how do we prove anonymity up to IA of a voting protocol with a transition-

system-based approach? One may think that it is sufficient to prove something like the

following formula:∧
i,i′∈IA

Process[votei/xi, votei′/xi′ ] ≈ Process[votei′/xi, votei/xi′ ].

Note that, as mentioned above, voters in IA must not abstain from voting. Otherwise,

if voter i abstains on the left-hand side of the equation, it must be simulated by the

abstention of the same voter on the right-hand side, but then the voting results do not

coincide when i′ actually votes and votei �= votei′. If we wish the above equation to hold

as it does for FOO, we must describe the transition system so that either all or none of the

voters in IA obtain the right to vote. Such a description modifies the original transition
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system, e.g., by introducing new control values/variables and conditional branches, which

can make the simulation proof more complicated. Moreover, since the transitions are

restricted compared with the original, we must justify the modification.

Actually, the same problem can arise in other transition-system-based verifications.

In [KR05] the problem is avoided simply by describing the transition system so that

no voter abstention can occur. The same simplification is also employed in [CDK09],

[CPD06] and [DKR06].

1.3 Our approach

Is there any way to verify the anonymity of voting protocols without such modification

of transition systems? One of the simplest ways is to explicitly assume in the verified

property that voters in whom we are interested actually vote. We can describe such a

property easily in the epistemic logic. For instance, assume we are interested in any two

voters i and i′, and consider a property whereby the two agents could interchange their

votes as far as agent j is concerned. It can be described as the following formula:

(vote(i, v) ∧ vote(i′, v′))⇒ Pj [vote(i
′, v) ∧ vote(i, v′)].

We call this property the role interchangeability of a vote.

Then, is it enough to prove role interchangeability for concluding anonymity? Unfor-

tunately, the answer is no. Role interchangeability itself does not imply any anonymity

in [HO05]. However, there is a close relationship; it is possible to derive anonymity from

role interchangeability together with some simple additional assumptions.

This thesis presents the following issues:

1. relationship between role interchangeability and the notions of anonymity appear-

ing in [HO05],

2. transition-system-based verification method for role interchangeability, and

3. anonymity verification of FOO as a case study.

In 3, we prove anonymity up to IA by first proving the role interchangeability of FOO and

then deriving the anonymity from the role interchangeability together with additional

assumptions adequate for FOO.

The reader may wonder why we do not develop a direct verification method for

anonymity up to IA. To verify the property, we must first determine the anonymity set

IA. In some cases such a set is pre-determined as one of the system requirements. In

some cases the set can be determined based on the situation, e.g., background knowledge
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about agents. The direct use of such a system-dependent anonymity set in a simulation

proof makes it difficult to keep the proof method stylized. The reader may also expect

that some maximal anonymity sets can be determined solely by the protocol used in the

system. Unfortunately, with FOO such maximal sets are singletons of each agent since

it is possible that only one voter votes while the others abstain. It is true, but somewhat

nonsensical. Actually, under an appropriate assumption, we can derive the anonymity

of FOO up to a larger IA. However, such assumptions are also system-dependent in

general, and often can only be obtained a posteriori, e.g., “IA is the set of voters who

obtained the right to vote in the actual poll”.

Our method consists of two steps: we prove role interchangeability in the first step,

and derive anonymity from role interchangeability together with additional assumptions

possibly system-dependent in the second step. The first step tends to be more difficult

and more expensive. The separation into two steps helps to keep the difficult step

stylized. On the other hand, the second step is currently still very ad hoc and further

research is needed.

We briefly mention the applicability of our method. We do not claim that the

anonymity properties of all systems can be derived from role interchangeability. Our

method is basically designed for voting-like systems. We do not define a voting-like

system formally, but it is intuitively characterized by the following two properties:

• The presence of actual participants can be observed. For instance, with FOO

we can observe who received the right to vote. Thus, we can at most establish

anonymity up to the actual participants.

• The presence of actually performed actions can be observed. For instance, the vot-

ing result can be observed in FOO. Thus, we can at most establish the information-

hiding property “what action the agent performed” up to the actually performed

actions.

An anonymous auction where the set of all the actual participants is known is an example

of a voting-like system. In such a system, if an observer knows that action a can be

performed only by agent i, then we cannot conclude that a is anonymous when a is

actually performed. Thus we naturally assume that there is no background knowledge

about such a potential linkage between agents and actions, and an observer can learn

nothing about the linkage from the execution of the system. Role interchangeability is

a formalization of this intuition.

The information-hiding property in the latter item is important in voting. It is similar

to anonymity, but different. Anonymity hides the information about “who performed

the action”. The latter property hides the information about “what action the agent

performed”. We call the latter property privacy in this thesis.
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Having shown the importance of the symmetrical observation towards anonymity and

privacy, we next exploit this advantage for two directions.

The first direction is to propose a taxonomy of privacy-related information-hiding/

disclosure properties. The properties considered here are anonymity, privacy, onymity,

and identity. Onymity refers to disclosing who performed a certain specific action, while

identity relates to disclosing what was performed by a certain specific agent. We provide

formal definitions of these properties and study the logical structure underlying them.

In particular, we show that some weak forms of anonymity and privacy are compatible

with some weak forms of onymity and identity, respectively. We discuss the relationships

between our definitions and existing standard terminology, in particular Pfitzmann and

Hansen’s consolidated proposal.

The second direction is toward legal application. Recently, formal methods are re-

garded as promising frameworks for handling both technical and social aspects of infor-

mation systems [PRI]. We investigate the use of a formal representation of privacy in

a legal context. As an example, we compare such a formal concept of privacy with a

legal one. Based on a comparison with the “After the banquet” affair, whose decision is

widely used as a precedent, we point out a difference between the two concepts related

to identifiability, and investigate its meaning. To clarify the meaning of the difference,

we employ ambient intelligence as a technical context.

The following issues are described in this thesis.

• We introduce role interchangeability specified in multiagent systems [FHMV95]

and show that it derives various known anonymity properties under appropriate

conditions. We then present a formalization of privacy in terms of multiagent

systems.

• We describe a way to prove the role interchangeability of a cryptographic protocol

modeled as an automaton. First we introduce the notion of the strong compatibility

of an interpreted system with a set of traces of an automaton. Using this notion, we

characterize role interchangeability by the existence of role-interchange functions

on traces. We then present a simulation proof method to prove the existence of

role-interchange functions for a given automaton.

• To examine the applicability of the verification method, we prove the anonymity

and privacy of a practical electronic voting protocol against an eavesdropper. The

protocol is described as an automaton and is shown to have role-interchange func-

tions.

• We provide a formal taxonomy of privacy-related information-hiding/disclosure

properties using the epistemic logic, and discuss their relationship. The obtained
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taxonomy is used to consider the compatibility of anonymity, privacy, onymity,

and identity. We discuss our proposal in relation to the standard terminology.

• We compare formally defined and legally defined privacy concepts. On the basis

of the comparison with a case whose legal decision is widely used as a precedent,

we point out a difference between the two concepts concerning identifiability, and

investigate its legal meaning.

1.4 Organization of this thesis

In Chapter 2, we introduce role interchangeability and describe its properties. In Chapter

3, we present a proof method for the role interchangeability. In Chapter 4, we prove the

anonymity and privacy of a practical electronic voting protocol called FOO. In chapter

5, we provide a formal taxonomy of privacy-related information-hiding/disclosure prop-

erties using the epistemic logic, and discuss their relationship. In chapter 6, we study

on comparison of formal and legal concepts of privacy. We then conclude this thesis and

mention future work in Chapter 7.





Chapter 2

Specification by Multiagent Systems

In this chapter, we introduce role interchangeability and describe some properties. First

we briefly review the multiagent system framework. Then we specify role interchange-

ability in the system, and show that it leads to various known anonymity properties

under appropriate conditions. We also present a formalization of privacy in terms of

multiagent systems.

2.1 Multiagent Systems: A Review

We briefly review multiagent systems. Notions and terminologies are borrowed from

[HO05].

A multiagent system consists of n agents with their local states, and develops over

time. We assume that an agent’s local state encapsulates all the information to which

the agent has access. Let I = {i1, . . . , in} be the set of n agents. In addition to such

“usual” agents, we also assume the existence of a special agent: the environment e. A

global state is defined as a tuple of the form (se, si1, . . . , sin), where sx is the local state

of agent x for x = e, i1, . . . , in. A run is a function from time, ranging over the natural

numbers, to global states. A point is a pair (r,m) of a run r and a time m, and the

global state at a point (r,m) is denoted by r(m). The function rx is the projection of

r(m) to x’s component, so rx(m) = sx if r(m) = (se, s1, . . . , sn) for x = e, i1, . . . , in. A

system is a set of runs. The set of all points in a system R is denoted by P(R).

In a multiagent system, we can define the knowledge of an agent based on the indis-

tinguishability of states for the agent. Given a system R and an agent i, let Ki(r,m) be

the set of points in P(R), that is,

Ki(r,m) = {(r′, m′) ∈ P(R) | r′i(m′) = ri(m)}.
Then we say that agent i knows φ at a point (r,m) if φ is true at all points in Ki(r,m).

9
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Intuitively, the knowledge in this formulation is the maximum information that an agent

can obtain from his local state. Such a formulation is safe since information-hiding

properties, including anonymity and privacy, are usually presented as conditions that

limit the observer’s knowledge. Formally, we introduce truth value assignment into the

system. Assume Φ to be a set of primitive propositions such as “the key is n”, “agent i

sent message m to j” or “agent i performed action a”. An interpreted system I consists of

a pair (R, π) of a system R and an interpretation π that maps a point to the truth value

assignment function for Φ for the point. Hence we have (π(r,m))(p) ∈ {true, false} for

any p ∈ Φ and (r,m) ∈ P(R).

We can now define the meaning of a formula consisting of primitive propositions,

usual logical connectives and a modal operator Ki to represent the knowledge of agent

i. Given an interpreted system I = (R, π) and a point (r,m) of R, we define what it

means for a formula φ to be true at (r,m) in I by induction on the structure of formulas

as follows.

• (I, r,m) |= p iff (π(r,m))(p) = true

• (I, r,m) |= ¬φ iff (I, r,m) �|= φ

• (I, r,m) |= φ ∧ ψ iff (I, r,m) |= φ and (I, r,m) |= ψ

• (I, r,m) |= Kiφ iff (I, r′, m′) |= φ for all (r′, m′) ∈ Ki(r,m)

As usual, we write I |= φ if (I, r,m) |= φ for any point (r,m) in I. In the rest of this

thesis, I denotes an interpreted system defined as a pair consisting of a system R and

interpretation π.

2.2 Role Interchangeability

Let A be the set of all agent actions. We assume i, i′ range over agents while a, a′, a1, a2, . . .

range over agent actions. Following [HO05], we use the formula θ(i, a) to represent “agent

i has performed an agent action a, or will perform a in the future”.1 Note that we require

the truth value of θ to depend on the run, but not on the time, that is, if (I, r,m) |= θ(i, a)

for some m, then (I, r,m′) |= θ(i, a) for any time m′. In other words, we require of our

interpretation of θ(i, a) that (π(r,m))(θ(i, a)) = (π(r, 0))(θ(i, a)) for all r, m, i, and a.

1An agent action in this thesis is simply called an ‘action’ in [HO05]. We changed the terminology
since we must distinguish the actions of agents from those of the automata that appear in the next
chapter.
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Definition 2.2.1 Set A of agent actions is role interchangeable with respect to agent j

in the interpreted system I if the following holds for any i, i′ ∈ I − {j} and a, a′ ∈ A:

I |= (θ(i, a) ∧ θ(i′, a′))⇒ Pj [θ(i
′, a) ∧ θ(i, a′)],

where Pjφ is an abbreviation of ¬Kj¬φ, meaning that “agent j thinks that φ is possible”.

Role interchangeability means that, as far as agent j is concerned, any two agents could

interchange their roles, that is, the actions they perform.

Example 2.2.2 Let cmax be a natural number and let A = {vote(1), . . . , vote(cmax)}.
Assume the intended interpretation of θ(i, vote(j)) is that voter i votes for candidate j.

Then, the role interchangeability with respect to agent k means the following: for any

voters i, i′ and any candidates j, j′, if i voted for j and i′ voted for j′, then k thinks that

it is possible that i voted for j′ and i′ voted for j.

As mentioned in the Introduction, similar properties have been studied in many

transition-system-based verifications of anonymity and privacy such as [AF04], [DKR06]

and [KR05]. In these studies, the properties are formulated in terms of an observational

equivalence. Role interchangeability is primarily a generalization of the reformulation of

such properties in the epistemic logic.

The reader may think that it is more natural to consider the permutation of roles for

an arbitrary number of agents rather than the role interchange for two agents. Such a

property can also be formulated in multiagent systems as follows:

For any agents i1, . . . , in ∈ I, agent actions a1, . . . , an ∈ A and
permutation ψ on n, I |= ∧

k≤n θ(ik, ak)⇒ Pj [
∧

k≤n θ(iψ(k), ak)].

We call this property role permutativity with respect to j. In [BKMR06], essentially the

same property is formulated in terms of transition systems, and is called weak anonymity.

Role permutativity implies role interchangeability since an interchange of roles is a special

case of the permutation of roles. On the other hand, role interchangeability does not

imply role permutativity; there is an interpreted system in which role interchangeability

holds while role permutativity does not hold (see Example 3.2.3 for details). Thus

role permutativity is a strictly stronger property than role interchangeability. Despite

the naturalness of role permutativity, we prefer role interchangeability for two reasons.

One is that a weaker property is generally easier to establish, and the other is that

role interchangeability can actually be used for deriving known anonymity and privacy

properties as shown below.

In the rest of this section we compare role interchangeability with known anonymity

properties appearing in [HO05].
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Definition 2.2.3 Agent action a, performed by agent i, is minimally anonymous with

respect to agent j in the interpreted system I if I |= ¬Kj [θ(i, a)].

Definition 2.2.4 Agent action a, performed by agent i, is totally anonymous with re-

spect to j in the interpreted system I if

I |= θ(i, a)⇒
∧
i′ �=j

Pj [θ(i
′, a)].

Intuitively, minimal anonymity means agent j never knows that action a is performed

by agent i, while total anonymity means that, from j’s point of view, a could have been

performed by anybody in the system except j itself.

Despite the similarity between role interchangeability and the above notions of

anonymity, they are not equiexpressive. For one, role interchangeability does not im-

ply minimal or total anonymity, since it is easy to see that when j knows there is only

one agent performing an agent action in A, the resulting system trivially satisfies role

interchangeability, but it is neither minimally nor totally anonymous with respect to j.

More interestingly, however, minimal or total anonymity does not in general imply role

interchangeability either.

Assume that there is a secret society. If someone wants to participate in the society,

he must declare it on his twentieth birthday. He is then assigned an id number, which

is higher than any previously issued id number. Also assume that outsiders have no

idea about who the members of the society are, or which id number a person has been

assigned. In other words, an outsider thinks it possible that everyone is a member except

him, that 25 percent of people are members, that his friend Charley is the only member,

etc. Formally, this implies that, if we interpret θ(i, a) as “i is assigned id number a”,

total anonymity holds with respect to any outsider. Now let us assume that twenty-one-

year-old Andy with id number aA and seventy-year-old Bob with aB are members of the

society, that is, under the same interpretation θ(Andy, aA) ∧ θ(Bob, aB) holds in a run.

Then, we can see that role interchangeability does not hold since it is clearly impossible

for Andy to have a lower id number than Bob, so θ(Andy, aB)∧θ(Bob, aA) does not hold

for any run. Therefore, total anonymity does not imply role interchangeability.

The point of the above argument is that some domain knowledge about agents and

actions can make role interchange impossible. This is formalized as the next lemma.

Lemma 2.2.5 Let us consider an interpreted system I with the set I = {i1, . . . , in}
(n ≥ 3) of agents as follows. Let j ∈ I, A be the set of natural numbers, and null be a

special constant. Let id be a function from I to A ∪ {null} satisfying

1. id(j) = null, and
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2. if k < k′ ≤ n and id(ik), id(ik′) ∈ A, then id(ik) < id(ik′).

For any such id, we assume there is a corresponding run rid where

• (π(rid, 0))(θ(i, a)) = true iff id(i) = a, and

• if id(i) = null, then rid
i (m) = null for any time m.

We also assume there is no other run in I. Then, with respect to j, every a ∈ A is

totally anonymous, while A is not role interchangeable.

Proof First we show that any a ∈ A is totally anonymous. For any i ∈ I − {j}, id
defined as shown below satisfies conditions 1 and 2 above:

id(i) = a, and id(x) = null for any x �= i,

and in the run rid corresponding to this id, (I, rid, 0) |= θ(i, a) holds by definition. This

implies that (I, rid, m) |= θ(i, a) for any m under the restriction of our interpretation.

Since j’s local state is always null, I |= ∧
i′ �=j Pj[θ(i

′, a)] holds, and total anonymity

follows.

Next we show that A is not role interchangeable. Let ik and ik′ be distinct agents

other than j such that k < k′ (this is possible since n ≥ 3). Let id be a function satisfying

conditions 1 and 2 such that id(k) = a, id(k′) = a′, and a, a′ ∈ A. By condition 2, this

implies a < a′. Also, (I, rid, m) |= θ(ik, a) ∧ θ(ik′, a′). If A is role interchangeable, there

is a run corresponding to id′ such that id′(ik) = a′ and id′(ik′) = a, which violates 2.

Thus the result follows.

For minimal anonymity, we can also prove a corresponding result using the following

theorem.

Theorem 2.2.6 ( [HO05]) Suppose that there are at least three agents in the inter-

preted system I and that

I |=
∧
i′ �=j

¬[θ(i, a) ∧ θ(j, a)].

If action a, performed by agent i, is totally anonymous with respect to j, then it is

minimally anonymous as well.

In the interpreted system I of Lemma 2.2.5, there are at least three agents, and∧
i′ �=j ¬[θ(i, a) ∧ θ(j, a)] holds by the second condition of id. Moreover, every a ∈ A is

totally anonymous with respect to j, so every a ∈ A is minimally anonymous as well.

Therefore, minimal anonymity does not imply role interchangeability.

However, we can derive the above anonymity properties from role interchangeability

by assuming certain appropriate conditions. In Chapter 4 we prove the anonymity and
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privacy of an electronic voting protocol using role interchangeability and additional con-

ditions. The rest of this section contains theorems that present appropriate additional

conditions for deriving the above anonymity properties together with role interchange-

ability.

For instance, let us consider the following conditions:

• Other than agent i, at least one agent performs an agent action.

• Any agent action is performed by at most one agent in any run.

The necessity of the former condition is clear from the above discussion. The latter is

also employed in the previous theorem, and is called exclusiveness of any agent action

in Chapter 5.

Theorem 2.2.7 Assume that the following conditions hold for i ∈ I and a ∈ A.

1. I |= θ(i, a)⇒ ∨
i′∈I−{i}

∨
a′∈A

[θ(i′, a′)]

2. I |= ∧
i�=i′
¬[θ(i, a) ∧ θ(i′, a)]

If A is role interchangeable in I with respect to j, then action a performed by agent i is

also minimally anonymous.

Proof At any point (r,m) of a run r, either θ(i, a) holds or ¬θ(i, a) holds. First we

consider the latter case. In a multiagent system we consider in this thesis, (I, r,m) |=
Kj(φ) ⇒ φ holds, so we have (I, r,m) |= Kj(θ(i, a)) ⇒ θ(i, a). So by contrapositive,

(I, r,m) |= ¬Kj(θ(i, a)) holds, and the result follows.

Next let us consider the former case. By condition 1 there exist i′ ∈ I and a′ ∈ A
such that i �= i′ and θ(i′, a′) hold at point (r,m). By role interchangeability, (I, r,m) |=
Pj[θ(i, a

′)∧θ(i′, a)], so (I, r,m) |= Pj[θ(i
′, a)], that is, θ(i′, a) holds at some point (r′, m′)

such that r′j(m
′) = rj(m). Then, (I, r′, m′) |= ¬θ(i, a) by condition 2. Therefore,

(I, r,m) |= ¬Kj [θ(i, a)].

Below is another version of anonymity that generalizes total anonymity so that an

anonymity set IA ⊆ I can be used instead of I.

Definition 2.2.8 Agent action a, performed by agent i, is anonymous up to IA ⊆ I

with respect to j if

I |= θ(i, a)⇒
∧

i′∈IA

Pj[θ(i
′, a)].

Role interchangeability implies anonymity up to IA for a specific IA, as the following

theorem makes precise.
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Theorem 2.2.9 Let i be an agent in I and IA be the set of agents, other than j, that

perform an agent action in all runs in I, that is, the set

{i ∈ I − {j} | ∀ (r,m) ∈ P(R) ∃a ∈ A (I, r,m) |= θ(i, a)}.

If A is role interchangeable in I with respect to j, then agent action a ∈ A performed by

i ∈ I is anonymous up to IA.

Proof Suppose (I, r,m) |= θ(i, a). Let i′ be any agent in IA. Then, there is an

agent action a′ and (I, r,m) |= θ(i′, a′). By role interchangeability, we have (I, r,m) |=
Pj[θ(i

′, a) ∧ θ(i, a′)]. Thus I |= ∧
i′∈IA

Pj[θ(i
′, a)].

Corollary 2.2.10 Suppose that any agent in I − {j} performs an agent action in A in

all runs in I. If A is role interchangeable in I, then agent action a performed by i is

totally anonymous with respect to j.

2.3 Formalization of Privacy

In addition to anonymity, privacy is an important information hiding property. In this

section, we attempt a general formalization of privacy in a similar way to the formaliza-

tion of anonymity in the previous section.

Some research has been undertaken on the formal specification and verification of

privacy [AF04,HS04]. If we are to study something formally, we first need to define it.

However, as far as we know, every existing formal definition of privacy depends on some

specific problem and so is insufficiently general. In fact, it is difficult to provide such

a formal and general definition since the casual definition of privacy presents us with

several issuess, e.g., whether it is intimate or not, whether it is concern to public or not,

whether its disclosure is offensive or not, etc.

In this thesis, except in Chapter 6, we use privacy to mean that information about

“what a person performed” is hidden to some degree. In other words, we concentrate on

privacy properties that can be expressed as a relation between agents and actions, and

in such a setting try to provide them with formal and general definitions. Then, privacy

can be formalized in a similar way to the formalization of anonymity in the previous

section. That is, we can define privacy in terms of knowledge about θ(i, a), and as with

anonymity, an epistemic-logic-based approach provides a good way of specifying them.

For instance, we define a property called total privacy, whereby, from j’s point of

view, i could have performed any action in the system.
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Definition 2.3.1 Let i, j be any distinct agents. Agent i performing agent action a is

totally private with respect to j in the interpreted system I if

I |= θ(i, a)⇒
∧

a′∈A

Pj [θ(i, a
′)].

Although the total privacy described above is similar to the total anonymity described

in the previous section, they are not logically equivalent in general. However, there is

an interesting relationship between the ways to establish them. To show this, we define

another version of privacy that generalizes total privacy so that a privacy set AI ⊆ A

can be used instead of A.

Definition 2.3.2 Let i, j be any distinct agents. Agent i performing agent action a is

private up to AI with respect to j in the interpreted system I if

I |= θ(i, a)⇒
∧

a′∈AI

Pj [θ(i, a
′)].

Role interchangeability implies privacy up to AI for a specific AI , as the following

theorem makes precise.

Theorem 2.3.3 Let j be an agent in I and AI be the set of agent actions that is per-

formed by an agent other than j in all runs in I, i.e., the set

{a ∈ A | ∀ (r,m) ∈ P(R) ∃i ∈ I − {j} (I, r,m) |= θ(i, a)}.

Then, if A is role interchangeable in I, agent i ∈ I − {j} performing a ∈ A is private

up to AI .

Proof Suppose (I, r,m) |= θ(i, a). Let a′ be any agent action in AI . Then, there

is an agent i′ and (I, r,m) |= θ(i′, a′). By role interchangeability, we have (I, r,m) |=
Pj[θ(i

′, a) ∧ θ(i, a′)]. Thus I |= ∧
i′∈IA

Pj[θ(i, a
′)].

The above theorem is interesting for two reasons. The first is that the proofs of

Theorems 2.2.9 and 2.3.3 are symmetric. Roughly speaking, the symmetry switches the

argument of quantification between A and I. So, of course the next corollary is derived

symmetrically.

Corollary 2.3.4 Suppose that any agent action in A is performed by an agent in I−{j}
in all runs in I. If A is role interchangeable in I, then agent i other than j performing

agent action a is totally private with respect to j.
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The second reason is that the theorems use the same role interchangeability to derive

the results. In general, establishing anonymity or privacy for a real system is expensive.

This observation shows the possibility of reducing the cost by simultaneously deriving

anonymity and privacy that are symmetric in the above sense via one role interchange-

ability. In Chapter 4 we verify the anonymity and privacy of an electronic voting protocol

by performing only one simulation proof for role interchangeability, which is the most

expensive part of the verification.

Remark 2.3.5 The symmetry discussed above can be thought of as a kind of duality.

Although it exceeds the scope of this thesis to develop a general theory of this duality,

in this remark we present another example that suggests its technical usefulness.

Note that both role interchangeability and minimal anonymity are equivalent to their

“duals” since they contain no quantification over I or A. Thus, to derive minimal

anonymity from role interchangeability, we can assume conditions 1’ and 2’ below instead

of 1 and 2 in Theorem 2.2.7.

1’. I |= θ(i, a)⇒ ∨
a′∈A−{a}

∨
i′∈I

[θ(i′, a′)]

2’. I |= ∧
a�=a′
¬[θ(i, a) ∧ θ(i, a′)]

Let A be the same as that in Example 2.2.2. Then, condition 2 means that no two

voters vote for the same candidate, which is quite unnatural as regards normal voting.

On the other hand, 2’ is a much more adequate condition, namely that a voter does

not vote for two candidates. Although this adequacy depends on the interpretation, the

example shows that this duality is useful in terms of obtaining appropriate premises for

the problem.





Chapter 3

Verification by Automata

In this chapter we present a way of reasoning about the anonymity and privacy of

protocols described using automata. To do this, we first relate the traces of the automata

to the runs in the previous chapter using the notion of strong compatibility. Then,

role interchangeability is characterized by the existence of role-interchange functions

on traces. Finally, we present a simulation method for proving the existence of role-

interchange functions for the trace set of a given automaton.

3.1 Strong Compatibility

The notion of compatibility is introduced in [HO05] in order to associate each process

of CSP with an interpreted system that represents the process. When we consider the

compatibility of an interpreted system with a process (or more generally, the trace set of

a transition system), the only agent we care about is a (possibly mythical) agent called

observer who is able to observe every visible event. Using this notion, Halpern and

O’Neill characterized anonymity up to IA by strong anonymity [SS96] for CSP in the

case A is a singleton. In this section we introduce a variant called strong compatibility,

which modifies the original in the following respects:

1. Strong compatibility has an additional condition called a prefix condition.

2. Compatibility uses the function fA for abstracting events in A. The corresponding

function fV of strong compatibility plays a more general role including determining

the view of the observer.

Let I be the set of all agents and A be the set of all agent actions as in the previous

chapter. Σ is the set of all trace actions (or simply actions). Let ΣI,A = {i.a | i ∈ I, a ∈
A} and assume ΣI,A ⊆ Σ. We also assume that Σ is a countable set. A finite sequence of

19
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actions in Σ is called a trace on Σ. An action i.a ∈ ΣI,A is an “imaginary” action to make

a trace reflect the fact that θ(i, a) holds in the corresponding run. Thus, such actions

are not intended to be observed directly. Let α be a fresh constant that represents an

“invisible” action.

Definition 3.1.1 Let fV be a function whose domain is Σ and whose range is Σ∪ {α}.
If a function fV satisfies ∀x ∈ ΣI,A fV (x) = α, it is called a view function. The domain

of a view function is homomorphically extended to traces and sets of traces.

If fV (y) = y for any y ∈ Σ−ΣI,A, fV coincides with fA of Halpern-O’Neill’s compatibility.

Additionally, we can use a view function to represent the ability of the observer. For

instance, let send(σk(data)) be an action to send message σk(data) encrypted with a

secret key k that only the sender knows. Then, using a fresh constant envelope, the

invisibility of the encrypted message can be modeled by defining the view function as

∀x fV (send(σk(x))) = send(envelope).

It would be possible to define a variant of compatibility using fV instead of fA.

However, we need further modifications. To see why, we start with the characterization

result of Halpern and O’Neill. In the rest of this section, fA is a view function such that

fA(y) = y for any y ∈ Σ− ΣI,A.

Definition 3.1.2 ( [HO05]) Let T be a set of traces. A system R is compatible with

T concerning observer o ∈ I if the following two conditions hold:

• For every run r ∈ R and every time m, there exists a trace t ∈ T such that

t = re(m) and fA(t) = ro(m).

• For every trace t ∈ T , there is a run r ∈ R such that re(|t|) = t and ro(|t|) = fA(t)

(where |t| is the number of actions in t).

Moreover, an interpreted system I is compatible with T if R is compatible with T and

if (I, r,m) |= θ(i, a) whenever the action i.a is in the trace re(m
′) for some m′.

Definition 3.1.3 ( [SS96]) A set T of traces is strongly anonymous on ΣI,A if

f−1
A (fA(T )) = T .

Theorem 3.1.4 ( [HO05]) Let A = {a}. Let T be a set of traces such that a appears at

most once in each trace in T . If I is compatible with T concerning observer o, then T is

strongly anonymous on ΣI,A if and only if for every agent i ∈ I, the action a performed

by i is anonymous up to I with respect to o.
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We want to establish a similar characterization for role interchangeability in a more

general setting, namely, without the conditions on A and the set of traces. However,

the following two examples show that the original compatibility is insufficiently strong

to achieve this.

Example 3.1.5 Suppose I = {i, i′, o} and A = {a, a′}. Let us consider a set T consisting

of the following traces,

t1 : ε
t2 : i.a t3 : i.a, i′.a t4 i.a, i′.a, i.a′

t5 : i′.a′ t6 : i′.a′, i.a′ t7 : i′.a′, i.a′, i′.a

where ε is the empty sequence. Assume I is an interpreted system that is compatible

with T concerning observer o. Also assume that I has the following two runs r and r′.

re(0) = ε, re(1) = i.a, re(2) = i.a, i′.a, re(3) = i′.a′, i.a′, i′.a
r′e(0) = ε, r′e(1) = i′.a′, r′e(2) = i′.a′, i.a′, r′e(3) = i.a, i′.a, i.a′

Note that there is a twist between time 2 and 3. For instance, re(i) is a prefix of t4
for i = 0, 1, 2 while re(3) = t7. Because of this twist, θ(i, a) ∧ θ(i′, a) ∧ θ(i, a′) ∧ θ(i′, a′)
holds both in r and r′, and thus A is role interchangeable in I with respect to o, but

apparently it shouldn’t! This situation can be avoided if the prefix relation is preserved

by compatibility, that is, for any run r and times m, m′, re(m) is a prefix of re(m
′) if

m < m′.

The reader may think that standard restrictions on multiagent systems such as perfect

recall or synchronous system [12] are helpful for eliminating such anomalies. Agent i has

perfect recall in system R if at all points (r,m) and (r′, m′) in R, if (r,m) ∼i (r′, m′),
then agent i has the same local-state sequence at both (r,m) and (r′, m′). System R is

synchronous if m = m′ provided (r,m) ∼i (r′, m′) for any points (r,m), (r′, m′) and agent

i. Unfortunately, in the system of the above example, e has perfect recall. Moreover,

the system is synchronous with respect to the environment’s local states. Thus we need

a stronger restriction on the construction of the local states of e.

Example 3.1.6 Suppose I = {i, i′, o} and A = {a, a′}. Let us consider a set T consisting

of t : i.a, i′.a′, t′ : i′.a, i.a′ and all their prefixes. Assume, in an interpreted system I
compatible with T , there are only three runs r, r′, r′′ as follows.

re(0) = ε, re(1) = i.a, re(2) = i.a, i′.a′

r′e(0) = ε, r′e(1) = ε, r′e(2) = i′.a, i.a′

r′′e (0) = ε, r′′e (1) = i′.a
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Figure 3.1: Strong Compatibility

Moreover, r′′e (i) = i′.a for any i > 1. Then, from the definition of T we expect A to be

role interchangeable in I with respect to o, but it is not. In fact o can distinguish r and

r′ at time 1 while θ(i, a′) does not hold in r′′. The problem is that the condition on the

lengths of the environment’s states is insufficient. We must add a condition where r′e(1)

is the length 1 prefix of r′e(2).

Moreover, in Chapter 4 we will consider some restrictions of trace sets. The trace set

T of an automaton is prefix closed, that is, if t is in T , then every prefix of t is also in

T . However, under these restrictions the resulting trace sets are often no longer prefix

closed. For instance, a fairness assumption of executions is often necessary when we

describe a system’s behavior as a transition system [Fra86, Lyn96], and if we restrict a

trace set to fair ones, the resulting set is not generally prefix closed.

For example, let us consider a system where agents perform some actions, say a(1), . . . ,

a(n). We assume that, to improve privacy, the system is controlled so that it avoids a

situation where just one action is performed in an execution, and a manager agent in

the system can add a special action a(dummy) when he thinks it necessary. For in-

stance, any execution with a length 1 trace is prohibited, while an execution with trace

a(2), a(1), trace a(3), a(dummy), or trace a(1), a(dummy), a(2) is allowed. Such a sys-

tem can be modeled as a transition system such that a(dummy) is enabled by performing

the first action and disabled by performing the second action, and fairness with respect

to a(dummy) is assumed.1

1The definition of strong compatibility below is based on the idea that agents cannot distinguish
the trace of an unfair execution from an intermediate trace of a fair execution. However, this does not
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Based on these observations, we define a variant of compatibility as follows. The

prefix of a trace t with a length n is denoted by t|n. For convenience, for a trace t with

a length of less than n we define t|n = t.

Definition 3.1.7 Let fV be a view function. We say that a system R is strongly com-

patible concerning observer o ∈ I with a set T of traces via a view function fV if the

following three conditions hold:

1. For every run r ∈ R and every time m, there exists a trace t ∈ T such that

t|m = re(m) and fV (t|m) = ro(m).2

2. For every trace t ∈ T , there is a run r ∈ R such that re(|t|) = t and ro(|t|) = fV (t).

3. (prefix condition) For any run r ∈ R and times m, m′, re(m) = re(m
′)|m if

m ≤ m′.3

We define strong compatibility of an interpreted system in a similar way to compatibility.

Roughly speaking, in a run mentioned in the above definition, each state em of its

environment e at time m is the corresponding trace up to time m as depicted in Figure

3.1. More precisely, the following lemma holds.

Lemma 3.1.8 Let fV be a view function. Suppose system R is strongly compatible

concerning observer o with trace set T via fV . Then, the environment’s local state re(m)

at time m is a trace with a length of less than or equal to m satisfying the following:

• If |re(m)| = m, then either re(m) ∈ T or re(m) is a proper prefix of some trace in

T .

• If |re(m)| < m, then re(m) ∈ T and re(m
′) = re(m) for any m′ > m.

Proof By condition 1 of strong compatibility, it is apparent that re(m) is a trace with

a length of less than m and satisfies the first property. To prove the second property, we

assume |re(m)| < m. Then, by condition 1 of strong compatibility, there exists a trace

t ∈ T and t|m = re(m). Since |re(m)| < m, t|m = t, so re(m) ∈ T . Moreover, re(m) is a

prefix of re(m
′) for any m′ > m by prefix condition. So, let us assume re(m) is a proper

mean that we can disregard the fairness of an execution of a transition system. Independently of the
distinguishability in multiagent systems, a transition system must model the intended behavior since
role interchangeability is not the only requirement that must be satisfied. Fairness is indispensable for
the purpose.

2As mentioned above, this new condition is rather weaker than the original. Nevertheless, we call
the new compatibility strong since the two conditions are equivalent for prefix-closed trace sets.

3Instead, it would be possible to restrict ourselves to considering only multiagent systems that satisfy
this condition.
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prefix of re(m
′′) for some m′′. Again by prefix condition, re(m) = re(m

′′)|m. However,

|(re(m
′′)|m)| = min(m, |(re(m

′′)|) > |re(m)|, which leads to a contradiction. Thus we

have re(m
′) = re(m) for any m′ > m, and so the second property holds .

3.2 Role-Interchange Function

We introduce the role-interchange functions of a trace set. The existence of the functions

characterizes the role interchangeability of a system that is strongly compatible with the

set.

Definition 3.2.1 Let fV be a view function and T be a set of traces on Σ. Let i, i′ be

any distinct agents, and a, a′ be any distinct agent actions. A function fa,a′

i,i′ : T → T is

called a role-interchange function of T with respect to i, i′ and a, a′ via fV if the following

two conditions hold for any t ∈ T :

1. fV (t) = fV (fa,a′
i,i′ (t)|m), where m = |t|.

2. If i.a and i′.a′ appear in t, then i′.a and i.a′ appear in fa,a′

i,i′ (t).

From the above definition, without loss of generality we can assume that a family

{fa,a′

i,i′ | distinct i, i′ ∈ I, distinct a, a′ ∈ A} of role-interchange functions is symmetric

as regards agents and actions, that is, fa,a′

i,i′ = fa′,a
i′,i for any i, i′, a, a′. In the following we

restrict ourselves to such families.

Role interchangeability implies that, if θ(i, a) and θ(i′, a′) hold in run r, then there

exists run r′ where θ(i′, a) and θ(i, a′) hold. Intuitively, a role-interchange function is a

function that maps a trace associated with r via strong compatibility to that associated

with r′, and the existence of such functions appears closely related to role interchange-

ability. This intuition is justified by the following theorem.

Theorem 3.2.2 Suppose an interpreted system I is strongly compatible with a set T

of traces concerning observer o via a view function fV . Then the set A of agent ac-

tions is role interchangeable with respect to o in I if and only if there is a family

{fa,a′

i,i′ | distinct i, i′ ∈ I, distinct a, a′ ∈ A} of role-interchange functions of T via fV .

Proof First we prove role interchangeability assuming the existence of a role-interchange

function fa,a′

i,i′ . Suppose (I, r,m) |= θ(i, a) ∧ θ(i′, a′). To derive role interchangeability

with respect to o, it is sufficient to prove (I, r,m) |= Po[θ(i
′, a) ∧ θ(i, a′)]. When i = i′

or a = a′, this apparently holds, so we assume i �= i′ and a �= a′.
By the supposition and strong compatibility of I, there is a time p such that i.a and

i′.a′ appear in re(p). Without loss of generality, we can assume m ≤ p and re(m) =
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re(p)|m by prefix condition. Let m̃ = |re(m)|. Then we have m̃ ≤ m by Lemma 3.1.8, so

re(m) = re(p)|m̃. By condition 1 of strong compatibility, there exists a trace t ∈ T such

that t|p = re(p). Then, i.a and i′.a′ also appear in t. Let mt = |t| and t′ = fa,a′

i,i′ (t), so

fV (t) = fV (t′|mt). By condition 2 of strong compatibility, there exists a run r′ such that

r′e(|t′|) = t′ and r′o(|t′|) = fV (t′). Then, m̃ ≤ |re(p)| ≤ mt ≤ |t′| since re(m) = re(p)|m̃,

re(p) = t|p, and since fV (t) = fV (t′|m). Thus r′e(m̃) = t′|m̃ by prefix condition. Hence

fV (re(m)) = fV (re(p)|m̃) = fV ((t|p)|m̃) = fV (t|m̃) = fV (t′|m̃) = fV (r′e(m̃)). Therefore

ro(m) = r′o(m̃). Moreover, since i′.a and i.a′ appear in t′, (I, r′, m̃) |= θ(i′, a) ∧ θ(i, a′).
Therefore, (I, r,m) |= Po[θ(i

′, a) ∧ θ(i, a′)].
Next we show that role interchangeability implies the existence of role-interchange

functions. For this we first show that for any t ∈ T there are t′ ∈ T satisfying (1)

fV (t) = fV (t′|m) and, (2) if i.a and i′.a′ appear in t, then i′.a and i.a′ appear in t′, where

m = |t|.
By condition 2 of strong compatibility, there is a run r such that re(m) = t and

ro(m) = fV (t). If i.a and i′.a′ appear in t, we have (I, r,m) |= θ(i, a) ∧ θ(i′, a′). Then,

(I, r,m) |= Po[θ(i
′, a) ∧ θ(i, a′)] by role interchangeability. Hence there is a run r′ sat-

isfying ro(m) = r′o(m̃) and (I, r′, m̃) |= θ(i′, a) ∧ θ(i, a′). Since |t| = m, we can as-

sume m̃ = m by Lemma 3.1.8. By strong compatibility of I and prefix condition, i′.a
and i.a′ appear in r′e(m

′) for some m′ ≥ m. Then there exists a trace t′ such that

t′|m′ = r′e(m
′) and fV (t′|m′) = r′o(m

′) by condition 1 of strong compatibility. Thus,

fV (t) = ro(m) = r′o(m) = fV (r′e(m)) = fV (r′e(m
′)|m) = fV ((t′|m′)|m) = fV (t′|m), and

so the conditions (1) and (2) above are satisfied.

Finally, since Σ is countable and so is the set of all finite traces, the existence of the

role-interchange function fa,a′

i,i′ is derived for any i, i′ and a, a′.

Example 3.2.3 Suppose I = {i1, i2, i3, i4, o}, A = {a1, a2, a3, a4}, and c0, c1, c2, c3,

d0, d1 ∈ Σ− ΣI,A. Let us consider a set T consisting of the following four traces.

t1 : c0, i1.a1, c1, i2.a2, c0, i3.a3, c1, i4.a4, c0
t2 : c0, i2.a1, c1, i1.a2, c0, i4.a3, c1, i3.a4, c0
t3 : c2, i3.a1, c3, i4.a2, c2, i1.a3, c3, i2.a4, c2
t4 : c2, i4.a1, c3, i3.a2, c2, i2.a3, c3, i1.a4, c2

Let fV be a view function on Σ satisfying fV (c0) = fV (c2) = d0 and fV (c1) = fV (c3) = d1.

Let I be an interpreted system that is strongly compatible with T concerning observer

o. Then, runs r1, r2, r3 and r4 belong to I whose assignment makes the following
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propositions true.

r1 : θ(i1, a1), θ(i2, a2), r2 : θ(i2, a1), θ(i1, a2),
θ(i3, a3), θ(i4, a4) θ(i4, a3), θ(i3, a4)

r3 : θ(i3, a1), θ(i4, a2), r4 : θ(i4, a1), θ(i3, a2),
θ(i1, a3), θ(i2, a4) θ(i2, a3), θ(i1, a4)

Then, A is role interchangeable with respect to an agent (especially observer o) who

is unable to distinguish between runs r1, r2, r3 and r4. In fact, for T we can define

role-interchange functions satisfying

fa1,a2

i1,i2
(t2) = fa1,a3

i1,i3
(t3) = fa1,a4

i1,i4
(t4) = fa2,a3

i2,i3
(t4) = fa2,a4

i2,i4
(t3) = fa3,a4

i3,i4
(t2) = t1

fa1,a2

i1,i2
(t1) = fa2,a4

i1,i3
(t4) = fa2,a3

i1,i4
(t3) = fa1,a4

i2,i3
(t3) = fa1,a3

i2,i4
(t4) = fa3,a4

i3,i4
(t1) = t2

fa3,a4

i1,i2
(t4) = fa1,a3

i1,i3
(t1) = fa2,a3

i1,i4
(t2) = fa1,a4

i2,i3
(t2) = fa2,a4

i2,i4
(t1) = fa1,a2

i3,i4
(t4) = t3

fa3,a4

i1,i2
(t3) = fa2,a4

i1,i3
(t2) = fa1,a4

i1,i4
(t1) = fa2,a3

i2,i3
(t1) = fa1,a3

i2,i4
(t2) = fa1,a2

i3,i4
(t3) = t4

and in the other cases the functions are identities. Note that I contains no run in which

θ(i3, a1), θ(i1, a2), θ(i2, a3) and θ(i4, a4) hold simultaneously. That is, role interchange-

ability does not imply role permutativity.

Example 3.2.4 For simplicity, the reader may want to define role-interchange functions

so that fV (t) = fV (fa,a′

i,i′ (t)). Unfortunately, however, the previous characterization theo-

rem does not hold with such a simplification. Suppose I = {i, i′, o} and A = {a, a′, b, b′}.
Let us consider a set T consisting of traces t : i.a, i′.a′, i.b, i′.b′, t′ : i′.b, i.b′, i′.a, i.a′ and

all their prefixes. Note that A is role interchangeable with respect to o in an interpreted

system I strongly compatible with T . Thus the role-interchange function must map

the prefix i.a, i′.a′ of t to some trace. If we simplify the definition as above, the only

possibility is i′.b, i.b′, but i′.a and i.a′ appear only in t′, and not in its proper prefixes.

Example 3.2.5 For simplicity, the reader may want to define role-interchange functions

so that they do not depend on agent actions, that is, so that fa,a′

i,i′ = f b,b′

i,i′ for every i, i′ ∈ I
and a, a′, b, b′ ∈ A. Actually, in many real examples we can define the functions in such

a way. Unfortunately again, however, this is impossible. Suppose I = {i, j, o} and

A = {a1, a2, a3, b1, b2, b3}, and consider a set T consisting of the following traces.

t1 : i.a1, i.a2, i.a3, j.b1, j.b2, j.b3
t2 : j.a1, j.a2, i.a3, i.b1, i.b2, j.b3
t3 : i.a1, j.a2, j.a3, j.b1, i.b2, i.b3
t4 : j.a1, i.a2, j.a3, i.b1, j.b2, i.b3

In an interpreted system I that is strongly compatible with T concerning observer o,

A is role interchangeable with respect to o (since all actions are in ΣI,A, and therefore
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invisible). However, if we want to define a role-interchange function fi,j so that it is

independent of agent actions, actions j.a1, j.a2, j.a3, i.b1, i.b2, i.b3 must appear in fi,j(t1),

but such a trace does not belong to T .

3.3 Simulation Proof Method

Given an automaton formalizing the behavior of a system, we present a sufficient condi-

tion for its trace set to have role-interchange functions using a simulation proof method.

This condition guarantees the existence of a family {fi,i′|i, i′ ∈ I} of role-interchange

functions that are independent of agent actions.

An automaton is a quadruple that consists of (potentially infinite) sets of states,

actions, initial states and transitions. Unlike a usual definition, we do not use a set of

final states since it is not important for describing the system behavior. A transition

is a triple (s, δ, s′) of states s, s′ and action δ, and is also written as s
δ→ s′. Let

S = (States ,Actions, Start ,Trans) be an automaton. An execution of S is a finite

alternating sequence s0, δ1, s1, δ2, s2, . . . , δn, sn of states and actions that satisfy s0 ∈ Start

and (si, δi+1, si+1) ∈ Trans for every i . The set of all executions of S is denoted by

execs(S). The sequence obtained by removing all the states from an execution e is

called a trace of e, denoted by trace(e). We write traces(S) instead of trace(execs(S)).

A simulation proof method is a method for proving a property of automaton’s trace

set using a state correspondence and induction on the length of the execution [Lyn96]. To

develop such a method for establishing role interchangeability, we translate the conditions

for a trace t in the definition of a role-interchange function to those of states of an

automaton. First we translate the condition “i.a and i′.a′ appear in t”, which also

corresponds to the premise θ(i, a) ∧ θ(i′, a′) of role interchangeability.

Definition 3.3.1 Let i and i′ be arbitrary distinct agents. An execution is called co-

existable for i and i′ if there are agent actions a and a′ such that i.a and i′.a′ appear

in the execution. A state appearing in a coexistable execution for i and i′ is called a

coexistable state for i and i′.

From the definition, every coexistable state is reachable from an initial state by some ex-

ecution. In the following we present a method for constructing role-interchange functions

by the stepwise simulation of executions.

Definition 3.3.2 (Agent exchange function on coexistable states) Let S be an automa-

ton, I be the set of all agents, A be the set of all agent actions, and fV be a view function.

An agent exchange function gi,i′ of S with respect to distinct agents i, i′ ∈ I via fV is a

function on states satisfying the following conditions for any coexistable states s, s′ for

i and i′:
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• For any a ∈ A, s
i.a→ s′ implies gi,i′(s)

i′.a→ gi,i′(s
′).

• For any a ∈ A, s
i′.a→ s′ implies gi,i′(s)

i,a→ gi,i′(s
′).

• For any action δ not of the form i.a or i′.a, s
δ→ s′ implies there is an action δ′ such

that gi,i′(s)
δ′→ gi,i′(s

′) and fV (δ) = fV (δ′).

Theorem 3.3.3 Let S be an automaton, I be the set of all agents, and fV be a view

function. Suppose there is an agent exchange function of S with respect to i, i′ via

fV for any distinct agents i, i′ ∈ I. Then traces(S) has a family {fi,i′ | i, i′ ∈ I} of

role-interchange functions via fV .

Proof For any distinct agents i, i′ and trace t with t = trace(e) for some execution e

of S, we define fi,i′(t) as the following:

• If e is a coexistable execution for i and i′, fi,i′(t) is the trace of the execution

obtained by simulating e with the agent exchange function gi,i′.

• Otherwise, fi,i′(t) = t.

From the definitions of coexistability and agent exchange, fi,i′ is a role-interchange func-

tion with respect to i, i′.

Therefore, for concluding role interchangeability it is sufficient to prove the existence

of agent exchange functions satisfying the conditions of Definition 3.3.2 for any coex-

istable states. However, a substantial difficulty remains, namely how to formalize the

notion of coexistability. It would be easy to present the notion formally using a temporal

logic, but no temporal operators are introduced in our proof method. As seen in the

case study in Chapter 4, the actual proofs are performed mainly by induction on the

length of the execution. If we mechanize this verification, tools providing good support

for such an inductive argument, such as IOA toolkit [GL00], will be appropriate. Thus

we want to perform the formal proof concerning coexistability using a similar inductive

argument.

For this, we can currently provide only an ad hoc solution. We present a meta-

theorem for the formal verification that provides a way of composing a necessary con-

dition (or an approximate solution) for coexistability using predicates that are suitable

for proof by induction on the length of the execution.

Assertion P (s) is called stable for automaton S when, if P (s) holds for a reachable

state s, then P (s′) also holds for any transition s
δ→ s′ of S.

Lemma 3.3.4 Let S be an automaton and I be the set of all agents. Assume there is a

predicate Q(s, i) satisfying the following conditions for any agent i:
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(Q-1) For any reachable state s of S, if some action i.a is possible in s, then Q(s, i)

holds.

(Q-2) Q(s, i) is stable for S.

Also assume there is a predicate R(s, i, i′) such that the following is satisfied for all

distinct agents i, i′ ∈ I:
(R) ¬((Q(s, i) ∧Q(s, i′)) ∨ R(s, i, i′)) is stable for S.

Then, for every state s coexistable for i and i′, (Q(s, i) ∧Q(s, i′)) ∨R(s, i, i′) holds.

Proof Let e = s0, δ1, s1, δ2, s2, δ3, . . . be an arbitrary execution coexistable for i and

i′. Suppose i has performed an action from ΣI,A in the step sk
δk→ sk+1, and so has i′ in

the step sk′
δk′→ sk′+1. We show (Q(s, i)∧Q(s, i′))∨R(s, i, i′) holds for each state s of e.

We can assume k ≤ k′ without loss of generality. Then by (Q-1), Q(sk, i) andQ(sk′, i′)
hold. Hence by (Q-2) we have Q(sj , i) ∧Q(sj , i

′) for any j ≥ k′. Moreover, by applying

the contraposition of (R) repeatedly, we have (Q(sj , i) ∧ Q(sj, i
′)) ∨ R(sj , i, i

′) for any

j < k. Therefore, the result follows.

Using the above lemma, we can conclude that (Q(s, i) ∧ Q(s, i′)) ∨ R(s, i, i′) holds for

every state s coexistable for i and i′ by proving that Q and R satisfy (Q-1), (Q-2) and

(R) by induction on the length of the execution.

Using the above lemma, we can prove the existence of agent exchange functions by

employing the following two steps:

1. Find predicates Q and R satisfying the above lemma.

2. Find (a candidate of) an agent exchange function with respect to any distinct i

and i′, and prove that it actually satisfies the conditions of 3.3.2 for all states in

which (Q(s, i) ∧Q(s, i′)) ∨ R(s, i, i′) holds.





Chapter 4

Case Study: Electronic Voting
Protocol

To examine the applicability of the verification method described in the previous chapter,

we prove the anonymity and privacy of a practical electronic voting protocol called

FOO [FOO92]. FOO is flexible, efficient, and has conformance to e-voting criteria.

Moreover, it has formed the basis for many voting protocols and has been the subject of

various enhancements [AFT07].

As for formal verification of the FOO protocol, Kremer and Ryan [KR05] proved

some important properties of FOO including “privacy” using the bisimulation proof

method of the applied pi-calculus. “Privacy” in their terminology is a special case of

role interchangeability in ours. In [CPD06] Chothia et al. verified the anonymity of FOO

using a model checking tool μCRL. They also proposed measures for degree of anonymity.

Kawabe et al. [KMST06] proved the role permutativity of FOO using a simulation proof

method called backward anonymous simulation. In contrast to the above research, in

the case study in this chapter we clearly distinguish anonymity and privacy, and prove

both assuming that a voter may abstain from voting. See also Section 4.6 for details.

4.1 FOO Protocol

In this section we describe the FOO electronic voting protocol and present some assump-

tions for verifying its anonymity and privacy.

The FOO protocol is designed to achieve various desired electronic voting character-

istics such as verifiability (voters can confirm that the ballots were counted correctly),

voting fairness (the protocol does not leak any votes before the opening phase), eligibility

(only legitimate voters can vote, and only once), and of course anonymity and privacy.

In an execution of the protocol, each voter first asks the administrator to sign his bal-

31
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lot. The administrator also authenticates voters by using their signs, and by these signs

eligibility is achieved. Moreover, the ballot sent to the administrator is put in an “enve-

lope”, and so the administrator cannot see the ballot itself.1 This is necessary for voting

fairness, anonymity and privacy. Then, each voter sends the collector his signed ballot,

which is still in the envelope. This transmission is performed via an anonymous com-

munication channel for anonymity and privacy. And finally in the opening phase, each

voter sends the key that enables the envelope containing his ballot to be opened, again

via the anonymous communication channel. Since all signed ballots and the opening

keys are disclosed to the public, voters can verify that the ballots are counted correctly.

The model of FOO involves the following agents: voters V1, . . . , Vvmax, an adminis-

trator Ad, and a collector Co. The protocol consists of 3 phases:

phase 1: To vote for vi voter Vi computes a ballot xi = ξ(vi, ri) using key ri. Here

ξ(v, r) is a commitment of v with the commitment scheme ξ and a random key r.

A commitment is a digital analog to an envelope; it is a kind of encryption, and is

used to send a message (here v) without revealing the message itself. We assume

only an agent who knows r can decommit it (or open the envelope) by ξ−1. This

assumption is formalized by the equation ξ−1(ξ(v, r), r) = v.

Then Vi computes the message ei = χ(xi, bi), where χ is a blinding function de-

scribed later, and then sends the administrator Ad the signed message σi(ei) to-

gether with his identifier i to request authentication. σi (i = 1, . . . , vmax) are

digital signature schemes for Vi, and we assume any agent can confirm the signa-

ture using σ−1
i , formalized by the equation and σ−1

i (σi(m)) = m.

Then Ad confirms the signature and verifies that it is the first vote by an eligible

voter. If it passes the tests, Ad acknowledges Vi by sending the signed message

σ′
Ad(ei). Here σ′

Ad is a blind signature scheme for Ad with blinding function χ. A

blind signature scheme is used to ask someone to sign a message without showing

the message to the signer. For instance, if someone wants Ad to sign a message

m, he sends Ad its blinded version χ(m, b) by using blinding factor b. On receiving

the blind signature σ′
Ad(χ(m, b)) from Ad he/she can obtain the signature σAd(m)

by unblinding it. We assume that only an agent who knows the blinding factor can

unblind a blind signature, and any agent can confirm Ad’s signature using σ−1
Ad ,

formalized by the equations χ−1(σ′
Ad(χ(m, b)), b) = σAd(m) and σ−1

Ad(σAd(m)) = m.

At the end of the phase, Ad publishes a list of all authenticated voters with their

blind ballots.

1To be precise, a ballot sent to the administrator is doubly enclosed using cryptographic primitives
called a blinding function and a commitment. See the phase description below for details.
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Administrator Voter i Public

Phase 3

Collector

σi(χ(ξ(vi, ri), bi))

authentication request

acknowledgement

σ′
Ad(χ(ξ(vi, ri), bi))

Phase 1

Phase 2publish

(li, σAd(ξ(vi, ri)))

casting vote

σAd(ξ(vi, ri))

(li, ri)

sending key

Figure 4.1: Messages Concerning Voter Vi

phase 2: Vi sends the collector Co the message σAd(xi) obtained by unblinding the reply

from Ad via a sender-anonymous communication channel, which is a communica-

tion channel such that no one other than the sender knows who sent the message.

A mixnet [Cha81] is an example of such a channel. Then Co confirms the signature

of Ad. If it does not pass the test, Co reveals this by showing the bad signature. At

the end of the phase, Co publishes the pair (li, σAd(xi)) for every vote that passed

the test, where li is a number unique to each vote.

phase 3: Vi sends Co the message (li, ri) again via a sender-anonymous channel. Co

checks that ri is the correct key for xi, and counts and announces the voting result

at the end of the phase.

Messages concerning voter i are shown in Figure 4.1. The original protocol contains

a step for publishing the list of all authenticated voters at the end of phase 1, and a step

for announcing the voting result at the end of phase 3. These steps are omitted here

since all the information obtained from these steps is contained in their preceding steps.

We assume a voter may abstain from voting, so we omit the check of the number of

voters found in phase 3 of the original protocol. Furthermore, we assume only Vi knows

bi, which affects the definition of the view function in the next section.

4.2 Automaton Description of FOO

We describe the behavior of FOO in the precondition-effect style. This style is based on

that of I/O-automata in [Lyn96]. Syntactically, this style of description is a sequence
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Figure 4.2: Conceptual and Formal Model of FOO Electronic Voting System

of triples, where each triple consists of an action, a precondition and an effect. A triple

with action A, precondition P and effect E denotes that in any state s satisfying P a

transition labeled A to s′ is possible, where s′ is the state obtained by applying E to s.

In fact the description in this section can be thought of as an I/O-automaton with only

output actions.

Conceptually, the system consists of the agents introduced in the previous section

together with a special agent called a phase manager. Formally, the system is an automa-

ton S whose actions are observed from the attacker’s point of view (Figure 4.2). A state

of S consists of fields phase, abuff , line, vbuff , kbuff and voter(i) (i = 1, . . . , vmax),

each of which is associated with an agent. The automaton S performs actions phase2,

phase3, auth, ack, etc., and they depend on and update the values of fields.2

For simplicity, we assume the following:

1. phase can be referred from anyone at any time. Also, each communication between

a voter and the administrator/collector is completed immediately.

2. The attacker is an eavesdropper.

Moreover, all message checks and claim processing are omitted, and the administrator

replies to all requests without any eligibility check. See Section 4.5 for a discussion of

adaptation to the presence of active attackers.

Constants, Functions, and Predicates. Constants Ph, Ad, Co, and natural numbers

1, . . . , vmax are used to represent the phase manager, the administrator, the collector,

2It would be possible to describe the behavior of each agent separately, and then compose them
by using the composition operator Π of I/O automata. Also, it should be easy to see that such a
composition is equivalent to S. For simplicity, however, we start from S.
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Table 4.1: Fields for Agents
Field of Ph:
phase ∈ {1, 2, 3}, initially 1.
Field of i (i = 1, . . . , vmax):
voter(i), containing the following subfields:
b i’s blinding factor (constant).
r i’s key for commitment (constant).
cand initially χ(ξ(ji, voter(i).r), voter(i).b) if i votes for ji,

representing the candidate i supports (constant).
sreq storing the reply from Ad, initially null.
line storing the unique number given by Co, initially null.
authed flag representing auth action has been completed.
casted flag representing cast action has been completed.
keyed flag representing key action has been completed.
finish flag representing vote action has been completed.

Field of Ad:
abuff , buffer temporarily storing requests from voters.
Field of Co:
line, counter to generate a fresh number, initially 0.
vbuff , buffer storing votes.
kbuff , buffer storing the pair of the unique number and the key.

and voters 1, . . . , vmax, respectively. Candidates are also represented by natural num-

bers 1, . . . , cmax, and they are distinguished from voters by the context. null represents

emptiness or namelessness. Boolean constants are denoted by true and false. pair is

the pair constructor. We also use the cryptography primitives that appeared in the pre-

vious section. For multisets to represent buffers, we use the multiset constructor -:, the

empty multiset ∅, the multiset membership ∈, and the function delete(x, y) that deletes

an occurrence of x in y if any exist (formal properties are presented in Appendix 8.2).

States. A state consists of the fields and subfields shown in Table 4.1, where each

flag ranges over {true, false} initially false, and each buffer is a multiset initially ∅.
Fields and subfields are designated using . . For instance, subfield X of field Y in state

s is denoted by s.Y.X. The prefix s. is often omitted when the state s is clear from the

context.

Actions. Each action other than vote corresponds to a communication between

agents, and has the form:

action name(sender, receiver, data1, data2, . . .).

We assume that null receiver means the action corresponds to a publication. Phase syn-

chronizations are formulated as a publication from the phase manager. phase2(Ph, null)
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(phase3(Ph, null), respectively) informs the end of phase 1 (2) and the start of phase 2

(3). auth(i, Ad, req) requests Ad to sign the blinded ballot, and ack(Ad, i, sreq) returns

the blindly signed ballot to i. These actions correspond to communication in phase 1 (see

Figure 4.1). cast(i, Co, svote) sends the signed ballot to Co, and pub(Co, null, l, svote)

publishes the signed ballot with its unique number. These correspond to communica-

tions in phase 2. key(i, Co, l, r) sends the decryption key to Co, which corresponds to

communication in phase 3. vote(i, j) should be written as i.vote(j) in the notation of

Chapter 3, where I = {1, . . . , vmax} and A = {vote(null), vote(1), . . . , vote(cmax)}.
This action reflects i’s voting behavior; performing vote(i, j) for j = 1, . . . , cmax implies

that i voted for j, while vote(i, null) means that i received the right to vote from Ad

but did not actually cast a vote.

Transition rules. The transition rules are described in precondition-effect style in

Figure 4.3. States are implicit in the description. For instance, the phase2 rule is read

as “for any state s, phase2(Ph, null) action is possible when s.phase = 1, and if the

action is performed, in the next state s′ the value of s′.phase will be updated to 2”.

Note also that the ack part is universally quantified by Γ and thus is a rule schema

rather than a rule. The transition graph of voter i is shown in Figure 4.4. Each phase

can be shut before all the voters have completed their actions in the phase. If phase

1 is shut before voter i has performed the ack action, then he will not continue with

the following actions. If phase 2 is shut before i’s pub action, i can then perform only

vote(i, null).

Remark 4.2.1 In the original protocol, all pub actions are performed simultaneously

at the end of phase 2, whereas our description does not have such restrictions. We

expect the verification below to be applicable to the original protocol with a slight

modification. In fact, the role-interchange functions constructed in the next section are

also role-interchange functions on such restricted traces.

4.3 Role-Interchange Function for FOO

This section describes the existence of role-interchange functions for the traces of au-

tomaton S. This implies the role interchangeability of the multiagent system that is

strongly compatible with S. To do this we first define the view function. Then we

present a condition that derives the coexistability of voters i, i′, and the definition of

agent exchange function gi,i′ with respect to i, i’. The formal proof that gi,i′ actually

satisfies the conditions of agent exchange functions is presented in Appendix 8.3. In the

following, we assume the properties of cryptography presented as equations in Section

4.1, together with σ′
Ad(x) �= null.
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phase2(Ph,null)
Precondition:
phase = 1

Effect:
phase := 2

phase3(Ph,null)
Precondition:
phase = 2

Effect:
phase := 3

auth(i, Ad, req)
Precondition:
phase = 1 ∧ voter(i).authed = false ∧
req = σi(voter(i).cand)

Effect:
voter(i).authed := true
abuff := pair(i, req) -: abuff

For any Γ,
ack(Ad, i, sreq)
Precondition:
phase = 1 ∧ pair(i, Γ) ∈ abuff ∧
sreq = σ′

Ad
(σ−1

i (Γ))
Effect:
abuff := delete(pair(i, Γ), abuff )
if

voter(i).authed = true
then

voter(i).sreq := sreq
fi

cast(i, Co, svote)
Precondition:
phase = 2 ∧ voter(i).sreq �= null ∧
voter(i).casted = false ∧
svote = χ−1(voter(i).sreq, voter(i).b)

Effect:
voter(i).casted := true
vbuff := svote -: vbuff

pub(Co, null, l, svote)
Precondition:
phase = 2 ∧ svote ∈ vbuff ∧ l = line

Effect:
vbuff := delete(svote, vbuff )
line := line + 1
For any θ = 1, . . . , vmax,
if

voter(θ).casted = true ∧
svote = χ−1(voter(θ).sreq, voter(θ).b)

then
voter(θ).line := l

fi

key(i, Co, l, r)
Precondition:
phase = 3 ∧ voter(i).line �= null ∧
voter(i).keyed = false ∧
l = voter(i).line ∧ r = voter(i).r

Effect:
voter(i).keyed := true
kbuff := pair(l, r) -: kbuff

vote(i, null)
Precondition:
phase = 3 ∧ voter(i).sreq �= null ∧
voter(i).line = null ∧ voter(i).finish = false

Effect:
voter(i).finish := true

vote(i, j)
Precondition:
phase = 3 ∧ voter(i).keyed = true ∧
voter(i).finish = false ∧
j = ξ−1(σ−1

Ad
(χ−1(σ′

Ad(voter(i).cand), voter(i).b)),
voter(i).r)

Effect:
voter(i).finish := true

Figure 4.3: Transition Rules of FOO

The definition of view function fV reflects the assumptions that the observer does not

know the blinding factors voter(i).b and that each voter sends a message to the collector

via a sender-anonymous channel.

Definition 4.3.1 fV is a view function defined such that for any x

fV (auth(i, Ad, σi(x))) = auth(i, Ad, σi(env(i)))
fV (ack(i, Ad, σ′

Ad(x))) = ack(i, Ad, σ′
Ad(env(i)))

fV (cast(x, Co, svote)) = cast(null, Co, svote)
fV (key(x, Co, l, r)) = key(null, Co, l, r)
fV (vote(x, y)) = α

and for any action a other than the above, fV (a) = a. Here α is a constant that represents

an invisible action as in Definition 3.1.1.
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ack

phase2
cast pub phase3 key vote(i, j)

auth

phase2

phase3

phase3

phase3

vote(i, null)

vote(i, null)

phase2

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3

phase3

Figure 4.4: Transitions of Voter i

Then, the next lemma provides an assertion for coexistability.

Lemma 4.3.2 The following assertion holds for every coexistable state s of S for i, i′.

(s.voter(i).sreq �= null ∧ s.voter(i′).sreq �= null) ∨ s.phase = 1

Proof By taking Q(s, i) as s.voter(i).sreq �= null and R(s, i, i′) as s.phase = 1, the

result follows from Lemma 3.3.4. See Appendix 8.1 for details.

Notation In the rest of this section, we assume that i and i′ are arbitrary voters. For

any voter k, k̃ denotes i if k = i′, i′ if k = i, and k otherwise.

Now we define an agent exchange gi,i′ for S.

Definition 4.3.3 The function gi,i′ is defined as follows:

If s.phase = 1,

gi,i′(s).φ = s.φ for φ = phase, line, vbuff , kbuff .
gi,i′(s).abuff = exi,i′(s.abuff )
gi,i′(s).voter(k).sreq = null if s.voter(k).sreq = null,

= σ′
Ad(s.voter(k̃).cand) otherwise.

gi,i′(s).voter(k).authed = s.voter(k).authed for any voter k.

gi,i′(s).voter(k).ψ = s.voter(k̃).ψ for any other subfield ψ of voter(k)
than sreq and authed.

Otherwise,

gi,i′(s).φ = s.φ for φ = phase, line, vbuff , kbuff , abuff .

gi,i′(s).voter(k) = s.voter(k̃)

Here, exi,i′(x) is a multiset obtained by replacing each occurrence of

pair(k, σk(s.voter(k).cand)) in x with pair(k, σk(s.voter(k̃).cand)) (the formal properties

of exi,i′ are found in Appendix 8.2).
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vote(i, j)

gi,i′ . . . .

Behavior of i

Simulation

by gi,i′

i′ simulates ii simulates i himself

auth ack phase2 cast pub phase3 key

auth ack phase2 cast pub phase3 key

... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

........................

vote(i′, j)

Figure 4.5: Policy Switch of Simulation by gi,i′

The above definition of the agent exchange depends on the value of phase because

the simulation policy must be switched during the execution of the protocol (Figure 4.5).

In phases 2 and 3, i’s behavior can be mimicked by i′ and vice versa since voters use

the sender-anonymous communication channel for cast and key transitions. Hence, gi,i′

simply exchanges the states of i and i′ in these phases. In phase 1, however, i′ cannot

mimic i since the sender-anonymous channel is not used, and so i’s behavior must be

mimicked by i himself. Then, we cannot simply exchange subfields authed and sreq

between i and i′ since these concern the progress in phase 1, while subfields cand, b, r

must be exchanged to maintain consistency with phases 2 and 3. And since these three

subfields are exchanged, messages accumulated in abuff (and so the stored value of sreq

after the ack action) must be exchanged between i and i′. Therefore, the above definition

follows. Note that the observer cannot observe the values of cand, r and b of each voter

since the messages in phase 1 are appropriately encrypted.

Then we can prove the following theorem.

Theorem 4.3.4 The functions gi,i′ defined above for all distinct i, i′ ∈ I are agent ex-

change functions of S with respect to i, i′ via fV .

Proof See Appendix 8.3.

Therefore, traces(S) has role-interchange functions by Theorem 3.3.3, and so any inter-

preted system strongly compatible with traces(S) is role interchangeable by Theorem

3.2.2.

4.4 Anonymity and Privacy of FOO

Recall that role interchangeability alone does not derive any anonymity or privacy in

the sense of Chapter 2. We must solve the second sub-problem mentioned in the Intro-

duction: What is the additional condition for deriving anonymity and privacy from the

established role interchangeability?
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In this section we first present two restrictions on traces. Then we present certain con-

ditions, which are consequences of the restrictions, in a strongly compatible multiagent

system. Under these conditions, we finally establish anonymity and privacy based on role

interchangeability. The argument in this section is still ad hoc, and should be given a

foundation by, for example, temporal reasoning in multiagent systems [HMV04,FMR05].

The first restriction is to consider only traces of fair executions [Lyn96] with respect

to ΣI,A. The fairness here is called weak fairness in [Fra86] and it intuitively means that

actions in ΣI,A will not be indefinitely postponed provided that they remain continuously

enabled. In this thesis we only consider finite executions, so the fairness notion is defined

in a simple manner: An execution is fair with respect to ΣI,A when there is no possible

action from ΣI,A in its final state.

We need this restriction since each “imaginary” action in ΣI,A is intended to represent

some property of execution, but this intention is not reflected in unfair executions with

respect to ΣI,A. For the automaton S above, this restriction is justified by the following

argument. Note that the actions in ΣI,A, that is, vote(i, j) (i = 1, . . . , vmax, j =

null, 1, . . . , cmax) only change voter(i).f inish and the other actions do not refer to the

subfield in their preconditions. So, if s
vote(i,j)→ s′, then every action enabled in s is also

enabled in s′ except vote(i, j). Thus vote(i, j) can be performed whenever it is enabled

without affecting the other actions. Therefore, any execution e with only “real” actions

(that is, actions not in ΣI,A) can be simulated by a fair execution obtained by inserting

actions in ΣI,A at the point where they are enabled for the first time in e. That is, this

restriction actually does not restrict any “real” behavior.3

Let S be the automaton in Section 4.2. The set of all fair executions of S with respect

to ΣI,A is denoted by fexecs(S). We write ftraces(S) instead of trace(fexecs(S)). The

next lemma is clear from the automaton description and the transition graph in Figure

4.4.

Lemma 4.4.1 For the trace t of any fair execution in ftraces(S), the following holds:

1. For any voter i, if i obtains the right to vote, that is, if ack(Ad, i, sreq) appears

in t for some sreq, then there exists j ∈ {null, 1, . . . , cmax} such that vote(i, j)

appears in t.

2. For any candidate j, if j wins a vote, that is, if pub(Co, null, l, svote) and

key(null, Co, l, r) appear in t and ξ−1(σ−1
Ad(svote), r) = j for some l, sreq and

r, then there is i ∈ {1, . . . , vmax} such that vote(i, j) appears in t.

3There might be a way to avoid this argument. For instance, instead of introducing the imaginary
action vote(i, j), it would be possible to define the truth value assignment for θ(i, vote(j)) by directly
associating it with the precondition of vote action. Then, we must redefine compatibility related notions
so that not only the actions but also the states of transition systems are taken into account.
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The second restriction is to assume that some specific trace was obtained as a result

of the actual execution of voting. For instance, if the total number of votes in the actual

poll was 100, then we need not be concerned with the possibility that only one voter

participated in the voting. In the following, t̂ denotes such an obtained trace. We can

restate the above formally as follows: if we assume t̂ is obtained in the actual execution,

then we can restrict the set of traces to {t ∈ traces(S) | fV (t) = fV (t̂)} from the definition

of the observer’s local states.

We define the restriction T ↑fV

t̂
of trace set T with trace t̂ ∈ T and view function fV

as the set {t ∈ T | fV (t) = fV (t̂)}. The next lemma shows that this restriction preserves

role interchangeability.

Lemma 4.4.2 For any trace set T , trace t̂ ∈ T and view function fV , if T has a family of

role-interchange functions via fV obtained by the simulation proof method in the previous

section, T ↑fV

t̂
also has it.

Proof Let fa,a′

i,i′ be a role-interchange function of T with respect to i, i′ and a, a′. Since

fV (t) = fV (fa,a′

i,i′ (t)), we obtain that of T ↑fV

t̂
simply by restricting the domain of fa,a′

i,i′ to

T ↑fV

t̂
. Thus the result follows.

The following is a direct consequence of Lemma 4.4.1.

Lemma 4.4.3

1. For any voter i, if i obtains the right to vote in t̂, then for any t ∈ ftraces(S) ↑fV

t̂

there exists j ∈ {null, 1, . . . , cmax} such that vote(i, j) appears in t.

2. For any candidate j, if j wins a vote in t̂, then for any t ∈ ftraces(S) ↑fV

t̂
there

exists i ∈ {1, . . . , vmax} such that vote(i, j) appears in t.

Now we can show the condition corresponding to the above two restrictions in a

strongly compatible multiagent system.

Lemma 4.4.4 Suppose an interpreted system I is strongly compatible with ftraces(S) ↑fV

t̂

concerning observer o.

1. For any voter i, if i obtains the right to vote in t̂, then i performs agent action

vote(j) for some candidate j in all runs in I.
2. For any candidate j, if j wins a vote in t̂, then agent action vote(j) is performed

by some voter i in all runs in I.

Proof By Lemmas 3.1.8 and 4.4.3.
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Finally, we obtain the following verification result.

Theorem 4.4.5 (Anonymity and Privacy of FOO) Suppose an interpreted system I is

strongly compatible with ftraces(S) ↑fV

t̂
concerning observer o.

Anonymity: Let IA be the set of all voters who obtain the right to vote in t̂. Then,

vote(j) performed by i is anonymous up to IA with respect to o in I.
Privacy: Let AI = {vote(j) | j is a candidate who wins a vote in t̂}. Then, any

voter i who performs vote(j) is private up to AI with respect to o in I.
Proof By Theorems 2.2.9, 2.3.3, 3.2.2, 3.3.3, 4.3.4 and Lemmas 4.4.2, 4.4.4.

Note that the above theorem does not claim any anonymity for voters who did not obtain

the right to vote. In fact, a voter who did not obtain the right to vote cannot exchange

his role with a voter who did since the observer knows who obtained the right and who

did not.

4.5 Discussion

In this section, we considered only eavesdroppers and their ability. We formulated their

ability using a view function focusing especially on the secrecy of certain data such

as blinding factors and on the sender anonymity of the communication channel. For

verification with more practical assumptions, we must consider the presence of more

active attackers. Here we provide a rough sketch for adapting our verification in this

Chapter to such a situation.

To consider an active attacker, generally we need to modify the system description

so that

• the attacker mediates the transmission of all messages, and can read, forge, block

and insert them, and

• to prevent such attacks, agents rigorously check the well-formedness and repetition

of received messages.

Moreover, as regards issues specific to FOO, we must modify the system description so

that

• phase synchronizations are performed correctly even if messages are transmitted

asynchronously by the attacker,4 and

4It is a non-trivial problem to perform phase synchronization in the presence of an active attacker.
We must, however, describe the system assuming that such synchronizations are possible since the
anonymity and privacy of FOO only hold under such an assumption.
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• the forgery of published information can be detected, e.g., by using the signature

of a reliable third party.

Note that the above modification is necessary even if we use another verification method.

Now, as regards an eavesdropper, we assumed the secrecy of certain keys, designed

the view function in accordance with this secrecy, and performed a simulation proof of

role interchangeability. We expect we can adapt this scenario to the case of an active

attacker as follows:

1. There are many methods for proving data secrecy in the presence of active at-

tackers. Strand spaces [FHG99] have been extensively studied for the analysis

of security protocols taking active attackers into account. Halpern and Pucella

showed that the multiagent system framework is an extension of the strand space

model [HP03]. Based on these studies, we expect that it will be possible to for-

mulate and verify the data secrecy of FOO needed in the verification of role inter-

changeability.

2. We can define the view function in a similar way to the case of an eavesdropper.

Given a set of secret keys, a systematic definition of the view function is possible

by exploiting the equivalence induced by patterns [AR02,Her05] that capture the

symbolic view of cryptographic messages. By this equivalence, we expect that a

view function can be defined as a mapping that maps each term to its equivalence

class.

3. Then, role interchangeability in the presence of an active attacker could also be

proved by the simulation proof method presented in this thesis, where any message

issued by the attacker is handled as an error both in the original execution and

the “interchanged” execution since it is either an illegally repeated, ill formatted

or incorrectly encrypted/signed message by the data secrecy.

4.6 Related Work

Research has been undertaken on bridging transition-system-based and epistemic-logic-

based approaches in the formal verification of anonymity and privacy [HO05,HS04].

The research presented in this thesis was started to extend Theorem 3.1.4 obtained

by Halpern and O’Neill to make it applicable to electronic voting as mentioned in the

Introduction.

Hughes and Shmatikov proposed a specification framework for information-hiding

properties called function view. They applied this to a semantic domain of protocols
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called protocol graph and formally classified various notions of anonymity and privacy.

This framework is applicable to many existing systems, and is thus very general. How-

ever, it is based on a simple relation between a sender and a receiver, so applying it to a

protocol with more than two participants such as FOO is not straightforward. Moreover,

there is no standard verification methodology for this framework.

Given a specification ψ, protocol P and its trace ρ, van der Meyden and Su [MS04]

proposed a method for verifying that P and ρ satisfy ψ by enumerating all the states

indistinguishable from state s by the observer for every s. Then they showed that this

verification can be implemented by model checking if ψ is of the form©kφ meaning that

φ is true after k steps. To specify the anonymity of FOO in such a form, we would have

to employ some abstraction such as regarding one phase as one step. In such a case we

need to justify the abstraction.

It would be possible to apply the idea described this thesis to the formal verification of

privacy of FOO [KR05] in order to cope with the possibility of abstention. For instance,

it would be possible to introduce the coexistability notion of processes, and restrict the

bisimulation relation on them. Such a restricted bisimilarity, however, has not been well

studied. We expect this will be an interesting topic in process calculus semantics.

In [CDK09] the authors formulated vote privacy in an epistemic logic. They consid-

ered only two voters a an b, and options of each voter is restricted to voting for either

0 or 1. Then they defined privacy as follows: if an observer know that voter a votes for

v, then b also votes for v, or equivalently, if voter b votes for 1 − v, then an observer

considers it possible that a may vote for 1− v. It is a slightly weaker property than role

interchangeability. They also compared the property with other verification results such

as that in [KR05].

Kawabe et al. [KMST06] extended the result in [SS96] so that multiple agent actions

can be regarded as one macro action. Based on this they verified the anonymity of FOO

using the backward anonymous simulation. Roughly speaking, this is a direct verification

of role permutativity in the terminology of this thesis, but a precise comparison requires

further analysis.



Chapter 5

Formal Taxonomy for Onymity and
Identity

This chapter proposes a new taxonomy for information hiding and information disclosure

by contrasting them logically. The properties considered in this chapter are anonymity,

privacy, onymity, and identity (Fig. 5.1). Intuitively, we can understand anonymity to

be the property of hiding who performed a certain specific agent action, privacy that

of hiding what was performed by a certain specific agent, onymity that of disclosing

who performed a certain specific agent action, and identity that of disclosing what was

performed by a certain specific agent. For example, if we are unaware of who, say Alice,

Bob, or Charlie, has donated a million dollars to an orphanage, then this donation is

said to be anonymous. If we discover that a specific person, say Charlie, is the donor,

then this donation is onymous. Further, if you do not know what amount of money, say

ten, a thousand, or a million dollars, I withdrew from my bank account yesterday, then

my withdrawal is private. If you know that I withdrew a million dollars, then you can

identify me as a millionaire.

In other words, these four properties can be related by two intuitive operations,

namely “dual” and “contrary” operations. The “dual” operation functions horizontally

in Fig. 5.1 and takes the subject/object reversal “dual” by interchanging who with what.

In view of this operation, we can say that anonymity and onymity are “dual” for privacy

and identity, respectively, and vice versa. On the other hand, the “contrary” operation

functions vertically in Fig. 5.1 and takes the logical “contrary” by interchanging hiding

with disclosure. In view of this operation, we can say that anonymity and privacy are

contrary to onymity and identity, respectively, and vice versa. If we group anonymity

and privacy into the privacy category and onymity and identity into the identity category

(or, more generally, the security category), then this duality will provide us with a way

of refining each category. The contrary relation may be regarded as representing what

45
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(to hide who performed) (to hide what was performed)
anonymity ←“dual”→ privacy

↑ ↑
“contrary” “contrary”

↓ ↓
onymity ←“dual”→ identity

(to disclose who performed) (to disclose what was performed)

Figure 5.1: An intuitive taxonomy of privacy-related information-hiding/disclosure prop-
erties

we call “tension” or “trade-off” between the privacy and security categories. These

intuitions are, however, rather informal and need further elaboration.

The aim of the present chapter is to provide a logically solid framework so that all

the properties shown in Fig. 5.1 can be formally dealt with and the relationship between

them clearly and elaborately expressed.

Towards this aim, we build on the epistemic logic for multiagent systems, which

is used for formalizing anonymity and privacy notions in previous chapters. In this

chapter we consider the logical contraries of anonymity and privacy, thereby giving formal

definitions of onymity and identity. We also consider the duality between the obtained

onymity and identity properties. Thus, we provide a detailed, formal version of Fig. 5.1

in terms of the modal logic of knowledge. The results are summarized in Fig. 5.3 at the

end of Section 5.5.

The contributions of this chapter can be summarized as follows. First, we believe

this to be the first presentation of a taxonomy that comprehensively covers these four

properties. In particular, the formal definitions of privacy, onymity, and identity that

we give in Fig. 5.3 are novel.

Second, our taxonomy also reveals the logical structure underlying these properties,

so that it can be used, for example, to consider a formal aspect of “tension” or “trade-

off” between the privacy and security categories mentioned above. Since anonymity

and privacy are respectively defined as contraries to onymity and identity, it is not

surprising that strong forms of anonymity and privacy are incompatible with strong

forms of onymity and identity, respectively. Our detailed taxonomy, however, enables

us to consider a more subtle, marginal area between the privacy and security categories.

That is, we can show that some weak forms of anonymity and privacy are compatible

with some weak forms of onymity and identity, respectively. This means that there is

an information system that is in some sense both anonymous and onymous.

Third, our formal taxonomy is simple, since we build on the fundamental work of

Halpern and O’Neill, and also comprehensive, which means that it can serve as a log-
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ical “hub” for comparing and analyzing various previous concepts of privacy-related

information-hiding/disclosure properties. More specifically, various concepts can be

paraphrased or interpreted as the appropriate logical formulas or concepts shown in

Fig. 5.3. In this chapter, we are particularly interested in comparing our taxonomy and

the existing standard terminology of Pfitzmann and Hansen [PK01,PH10]. One can see

that our duality viewpoint is particularly novel and plays an important role in refining

the concepts that Pfitzmann and Hansen proposed. In addition, we are also concerned

with the relationship between our formulation of onymity/identity and existing funda-

mental concepts of authentication/non-repudiation. Since onymity is the property of

disclosing who, it is easy to see that it is closely related to (personal) authentication.

Similarly, identity is closely related to attribute authentication. Non-repudiation can

also be formulated naturally in terms of some forms of onymity or identity. We discuss

these relationships between onymity/identity and authentication/non-repudiation.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 provides some technical preliminaries

as regards the modal logic of knowledge for multiagent systems. Building on this logic,

we give a formal account of the properties shown in Fig. 5.1 and also discuss their

relationship (Sections 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5). Note that the material in Sections 5.3,

5.4, and 5.5 is original, while the definitions and propositions in Sections 5.2 are derived

from [HO05] and from [MKST10], respectively, although some additional examples such

as sender anonymity (Example 5.2.4), message privacy (Example 5.2.9), and receipt-

freeness (Example 5.2.13) are also considered. The obtained taxonomy is used in Sections

5.6 to consider the compatibility of anonymity, privacy, onymity, and identity. We can

observe that some weak forms of anonymity and privacy are compatible with some weak

forms of onymity and identity, respectively. Section 5.7 is devoted to discussions of our

proposed taxonomy. We first discuss our proposal in relation to the standard terminology

proposed by Pfitzmann and Hansen. We also discuss how our formulations of onymity

and identity are related to authentication and non-repudiation.

5.1 Preliminaries

We use basic notions and definitions in preceding chapters. In addition, we introduce

four conditions regarding the truth value of θ(i, a), which will be useful in proving some

propositions. We say that agent action a is exclusive in the interpreted system I if a is

performed by at most one agent in each run, that is, I |= ∧
i�=i′ ¬[θ(i, a) ∧ θ(i′, a)] holds.

We also say that agent i is exclusive in the interpreted system I if i performs at most one

agent action in each run, that is, I |= ∧
a�=a′ ¬[θ(i, a)∧θ(i, a′)] holds. (The exclusiveness of

an agent action is assumed in Propositions 5.2.5, 2.2.7, 5.3.7, and 5.4.3; the exclusiveness

of an agent is assumed in Propositions 5.2.14 and 5.2.15.) Let j denote a special agent
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called an observer. Given agent i ∈ I/{j} and agent action a ∈ A, we also say that i

performing a is nonsingular with respect to j if at least one agent other than i and j

performs some agent action, that is, I |= θ(i, a)⇒ ∨
i′∈I/{j}

∨
a′∈A[i �= i′∧ θ(i′, a′)] holds.

We also say that a performed by i is nonsingular with respect to j if at least one agent

action other than a is performed by some agent, that is, I |= θ(i, a)⇒ ∨
a′∈A

∨
i′∈I/{j}[a �=

a′∧ θ(i′, a′)] holds. (The nonsingularity of an agent is assumed in Propositions 2.2.7 and

5.4.3; the nonsingularity of an agent action is assumed in Proposition 5.2.15.)

5.2 Anonymity, Role Interchangeability, Privacy

In order to clarify the symmetry between anonymity, privacy, onymity, and identity, we

present a slightly re-formulated version of these notions, which are equivalent to those

in the preceding chapters.

Definition 5.2.1 An agent action a performed by agent i is minimally anonymous with

respect to agent j in the interpreted system I if

I |= θ(i, a)⇒ Pj[¬θ(i, a)].

In Chapter 2 of this thesis and [HO05], this condition is described equivalently as I |=
¬Kj [θ(i, a)].

Remark 5.2.2 Consider that our built-in proposition θ(i, a) expresses a specific form

of “link” between agent i and agent action a. Then, we can observe that minimal

anonymity is similar to a specific form of the “unlinkability” property that was stipulated

by Pfitzmann and Hansen [PH10]. This observation will be elaborated in Section 5.7.2.

Definition 5.2.3 Agent action a performed by agent i is anonymous up to anonymity

set IA ⊆ I with respect to agent j in the interpreted system I if

I |= θ(i, a)⇒
∧

i′∈IA

Pj[θ(i
′, a)].

In particular, agent action a performed by agent i is totally anonymous with respect to

j when the same condition holds for IA = I/{j}.

Example 5.2.4 In [PK01], Pfitzmann and Köhntopp defined sender anonymity as the

property that (1) a particular message is not linkable to any sender and (2) to a particular
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sender, no message is linkable. The first part of the definition can be paraphrased in our

formalism as follows:

I |= θ(i, send(m))⇒
∧

i′∈IA

Pj[θ(i
′, send(m))].

Here, θ(i, send(m)) means that i sends message m, and IA denotes the set of possible

senders.

The following is a minor variant of Theorem 2.2.6.

Proposition 5.2.5 (Theorem 2.2.6, [HO05, Proposition 3.3]) Suppose that agent

action a is exclusive and that anonymity set IA contains at least three agents. If a

performed by agent i is anonymous up to IA with respect to agent j, then it is minimally

anonymous as well.

Role interchangeability [MKST10] means that, as far as agent j is concerned, any

two agents could interchange their roles, that is, the agent actions they performed.

Definition 5.2.6 A pair (i, a) comprising agent i and agent action a is totally role

interchangeable (or simply, role interchangeable) with respect to agent j in the interpreted

system I if

I |= θ(i, a)⇒
∧

i′∈I/{j}

∧
a′∈A

(θ(i′, a′)⇒ Pj [θ(i
′, a) ∧ θ(i, a′)]).

We also say that (I, A) is role interchangeable with respect to agent j if every pair

comprising i ∈ I/{j} and a ∈ A is role interchangeable with respect to j in I. This is

the original definition of role interchangeability in [MKST10].

The following is one of the important properties of role interchangeability.

Proposition 5.2.7 (2.2.9) Let IA be the set of agents that perform some agent action

in every run in I, that is, the set {i ∈ I/{j} | I |= ∨
a∈A θ(i, a)}. If a pair comprising

i ∈ I/{j} and a ∈ A is role interchangeable with respect to j in I, then a performed by

i is anonymous up to IA.

Definition 5.2.8 Agent i performing agent action a is private up to privacy set AI ⊆ A

with respect to agent j in the interpreted system I if

I |= θ(i, a)⇒
∧

a′∈AI

Pj [θ(i, a
′)].

In particular, agent i performing agent action a is totally private with respect to j when

the same condition holds for AI = A.
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Intuitively, privacy up to AI means that, from j’s viewpoint, i could have performed

any agent action in AI . This definition certainly corresponds to our observation that

hiding who has performed the agent action is anonymity while hiding what has been

performed by the agent is privacy.

Example 5.2.9 Recall the definition of sender anonymity proposed by Pfitzmann and

Köhntopp [PK01] and given in Example 5.2.4. The second part of the definition can be

paraphrased in our formalism as follows:

I |= θ(i, send(m))⇒
∧

a′∈AI

Pj [θ(i, a
′)],

where AI = {send(m′) | m′ is a possible message}. The property paraphrased above can

therefore be called message privacy according to our terminology.

Example 5.2.10 In [MVdV05], Mauw et al. proposed the concept of an attribution set

and used it to analyze the FOO electronic voting protocol [FOO92]. The attribution set

AS(i) of voter i for FOO is defined as the set of votes that can possibly be attributed to i.

Thus, AS(i) can be regarded as an example of a privacy set. The concept of an attribution

set has been extended to a case where more active adversaries are present [JMP09].

The following is the dual of Proposition 5.2.7. Note that role interchangeability is

equivalent to its dual.

Proposition 5.2.11 (2.3.3) Let AI be the set of agent actions that is performed by

some agent in every run in I, that is, the set {a ∈ A | I |= ∨
i∈I/{j} θ(i, a)}. If a pair

comprising i ∈ I/{j} and a ∈ A is role interchangeable with respect to j in I, then i

performing a is private up to AI .

Minimal anonymity is also equivalent to its dual:

Definition 5.2.12 Agent i performing agent action a is minimally private with respect

to agent j in the interpreted system I if

I |= θ(i, a)⇒ Pj[¬θ(i, a)].

Example 5.2.13 In [JP06], Jonker and Pieters formulated receipt-freeness in terms of

what we call minimal privacy. It can be regarded as an extension of vote privacy and has

also been commonly sought for electronic voting protocols. This property means that a
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voter does not gain any information (a receipt) that can be used to prove to a coercer

that the voter voted in a certain way. Their definition of weak receipt-freeness can be

paraphrased in our formalism as follows:

(I, r.(i→ j : x), m) |= θ(i, vote(k))⇒ Pj[¬θ(i, vote(k))]

holds for every run r, time m, and message x that i possesses. Here, the notation

r.(i → j : x) is borrowed from [JP06] and not defined formally here. Intuitively, the

above definition means that some minimal privacy property holds even after the current

run r is extended by concatenating it with a new global state that indicates that the

voter i supplies an arbitrary message (a receipt) x to the coercer j. Actually, they also

defined strong receipt-freeness as the conjunction of minimal privacy and privacy up to

a certain privacy set AI :

(I, r.(i→ j : x), m) |= θ(i, vote(k))

⇒ (Pj[¬θ(i, vote(k))] ∧
∧

a∈AI

Pj[θ(i, a)]),

where AI denotes the set {vote(k′) | k′ is a possible candidate}.
The following is the dual of Proposition 5.2.5, which shows a relationship between

minimal privacy and privacy up to AI . In particular, it indicates that the former conjunct

occurring in the definition of strong receipt-freeness above turns out to be redundant,

provided that certain conditions are satisfied. Hereafter, the proof of the dual of a

proved proposition will be omitted, because it can be straightforwardly obtained from

the original proof via duality, as the proof of Proposition 5.2.11 exemplifies.

Proposition 5.2.14 Suppose that agent i is exclusive and that privacy set AI contains

at least two agent actions. If i performing agent action a is private up to AI with respect

to agent j, then it is minimally private as well.

The following also holds, which is the dual of Proposition 2.2.7:

Proposition 5.2.15 ( [MKST10, Remark 2.15]) Given i ∈ I/{j} and a ∈ A, as-

sume that a performed by i is nonsingular and that i is exclusive. If the pair comprising

i and a is role interchangeable with respect to j in I, then i performing a is minimally

private.

Remark 5.2.16 Since minimal anonymity is equivalent to its dual, that is, minimal

privacy, Proposition 5.2.15 also indicates that, to derive minimal anonymity from role

interchangeability, we can assume the nonsingularity of a and the exclusiveness of i (as

described in Proposition 5.2.15) instead of the nonsingularity of i and the exclusiveness

of a (as described in Proposition 2.2.7).
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5.3 Onymity

By the “contrary” of a formula of the form θ(i, a) ⇒ Γ, we mean the formula θ(i, a) ⇒
¬Γ. The hypothesis θ(i, a) is to be preserved because we want to confine ourselves to a

consideration of the epistemic properties of runs where i has actually performed a. By

taking the contrary of the anonymity properties formulated in Section 5.2, we can obtain

the definitions of the properties that we call onymity.

Definition 5.3.1 Agent action a performed by agent i is maximally onymous with re-

spect to agent j in the interpreted system I if

I |= θ(i, a)⇒ Kj [θ(i, a)]. (5.1)

Intuitively, maximal onymity means that j knows that i has performed a. This

definition corresponds to our observation that onymity generally means that the agent

who performs the agent action is disclosed.

Claim 5.3.2 The formula (5.1) is equivalent to

I |= Pj[θ(i, a)]⇒ θ(i, a). (5.2)

Proof Assume (5.1) and (I, r,m) |= Pj[θ(i, a)]. Then, there exists a point (r′, m′) such

that (r′, m′) ∼j (r,m) and (I, r′, m′) |= θ(i, a). By virtue of (5.1), (I, r′, m′) |= Kj [θ(i, a)]

holds. Since (r′, m′) ∼j (r,m), this means that (I, r,m) |= θ(i, a).

Conversely, assume (5.2) and (I, r,m) |= θ(i, a). Let (r′, m′) be an arbitrary point

such that (r′, m′) ∼j (r,m). By definition, (I, r′, m′) |= Pj [θ(i, a)]. By virtue of (5.2),

(I, r′, m′) |= θ(i, a) holds. Since (r′, m′) is an arbitrary point such that (r′, m′) ∼j (r,m),

this means that (I, r,m) |= Kj[θ(i, a)]. This concludes the proof.

Example 5.3.3 Consider an anonymous authentication scheme based on group signa-

tures [CH91]. In such a scheme, a legitimate agent can be authorized only as a group

member, being granted anonymity up to a certain anonymity set, but will be maximally

onymous once it is considered illegitimate. Specifically, let G be a group of agents and

k a distinct agent called a group authority. Also assume the intended interpretation of

θ(i, gsignG(m)) is that an agent i in G sends a message m with a group signature on it.

Then, the anonymity requirement can be specified as

I |= θ(i, gsignG(m))⇒
∧
i′∈G

Pj[θ(i
′, gsignG(m))],
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where observer j is assumed not to belong to G∪ {k}. Further, in case of a dispute, the

group authority k can trace the sender of a message. This can be specified, in terms of

maximal onymity, as

I |= θ(i, gsignG(m))⇒ Kk[θ(i, gsignG(m))].

Definition 5.3.4 Agent action a performed by agent i is onymous down from an onymity

set IA ⊆ I with respect to agent j in the interpreted system I if

I |= θ(i, a)⇒
∨

i′∈IA

Kj[¬θ(i′, a)].

In particular, agent action a performed by agent i is partially onymous with respect to

j when the same condition holds for IA = I/{j}.
Intuitively, onymity down from IA means that, from j’s viewpoint, some agent in

IA except j itself has not performed a. The following example shows that the above

definition also corresponds to our general observation that onymity is the property of

disclosing who has performed the agent action.

Example 5.3.5 Suppose that detective j is using network forensic analysis tools and

searching for a criminal, say i, who has committed a homicide a. (As a technical note, a

can be regarded as an exclusive agent action.) Let IA be a set of suspects. Then, onymity

down from IA means that there is a suspect i′ in IA such that the detective j knows that

i′ has not performed a (Fig. 5.2). This means that j can narrow the set of suspects down

to a substantially smaller one. (This is similar to identification by elimination referred

to in [HWV03].) In other words, who actually committed the homicide is closer to being

“disclosed.” This contrasts with the idea that anonymity up to IA generally means that

j regards the set as remaining large.

Remark 5.3.6 In their consolidated terminology chapter [PH10], Pfitzmann and Hansen

defined the concept of identifiability as the “negation” of anonymity. The definition ac-

companies the concept of an identifiability set. We can see that identifiability and iden-

tifiability sets are similar to onymity and onymity sets in our formulation, respectively.

The following is the contrary of Proposition 5.2.5:

Proposition 5.3.7 Suppose that agent action a is exclusive and that onymity set IA
contains at least three agents. If a performed by agent i is maximally onymous with

respect to agent j, then it is onymous down from IA as well.
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Figure 5.2: Onymity down from IA

Proof Suppose that a performed by i is maximally onymous and that (I, r,m) |=
θ(i, a). Because there are at least three agents in IA, there is some agent i′ other than i

and j in IA. Let (r′, m′) be any point such that (r′, m′) ∼j (r,m). By maximal onymity,

(I, r′, m′) |= θ(i, a), that is, (I, r′, m′) |= ¬θ(i′, a) by the exclusiveness assumption be-

cause i �= i′. Therefore, (I, r,m) |= Kj[¬θ(i′, a)].

5.4 Role Noninterchangeability

Since role interchangeability is a quite strong information-hiding property, its contrary

becomes a rather weak information-disclosure property.

Definition 5.4.1 Pair (i, a) consisting of agent i and agent action a is partially role

noninterchangeable (or simply, role noninterchangeable) with respect to agent j in the

interpreted system I if

I |= θ(i, a)⇒
∨

i′∈I/{j}

∨
a′∈A

(θ(i′, a′) ∧Kj[¬θ(i′, a) ∨ ¬θ(i, a′)]).

The following are the contraries of Propositions 5.2.7 and 2.2.7, respectively. Here-

after, the proof of the contrary of a proved proposition will be omitted, because it can

be straightforwardly obtained from the original proof via the contrary, as the proof of

Proposition 5.3.7 exemplifies.

Proposition 5.4.2 Let IA be the set of agents that perform some agent action in every

run in I, that is, the same set as described in Proposition 5.2.7. If agent action a ∈ A
performed by agent i ∈ I/{j} is onymous down from IA with respect to j in I, then the

pair comprising i and a is role noninterchangeable.
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Proposition 5.4.3 Given i ∈ I/{j} and a ∈ A, assume that i performing a is nonsin-

gular and that a is exclusive. If a performed by i is maximally onymous with respect to

j in I, then the pair comprising i and a is role noninterchangeable.

5.5 Identity

Either by taking the dual of the onymity properties shown in Section 5.3 or by taking

the contrary of the privacy properties shown in Section 5.2, we can easily obtain the

definitions of properties that we call identity. By identity we mean the properties of

disclosing what the agent does or, in case of the be verb, what the agent is.

Below we only give the definitions and brief explanations of identity properties; rele-

vant propositions can also be shown in a similar way to the propositions in the previous

sections.

Definition 5.5.1 Agent i performing agent action a is maximally identified with respect

to agent j in the interpreted system I if

I |= θ(i, a)⇒ Kj [θ(i, a)].

Note that maximal identity is equivalent to its dual, that is, maximal onymity.

Definition 5.5.2 Agent i performing agent action a is identified down from identity set

AI ⊆ A with respect to agent j in the interpreted system I if

I |= θ(i, a)⇒
∨

a′∈AI

Kj [¬θ(i, a′)].

In particular, agent i performing agent action a is partially identified with respect to j

when the same condition holds for AI = A.

Example 5.5.3 Consider four attribute values—“stomach cancer (S),” “other cancers

(O),” “early stage (E),” and “later stage (L)”—of cancer sufferers. Let the set of possible

combinations of these attribute values be denoted by the identity set AI = {is S&E ,

is S&L, is O&E , is O&L, is S&O&E , is S&O&L}. Suppose that a drug seller j is

analyzing online medical care transaction data extracted from an e-medicine system and

contacting sufferer i in order to advertise a new drug that is effective only for early-stage

stomach cancer without metastasis. Then, the first thing j should do is to narrow the
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total role interchangeability
θ(i, a) ⇒ V

i′∈I/{j}
V

a′∈A

(θ(i′, a′) ⇒ Pj [θ(i′, a) ∧ θ(i, a′)])
Proposition 5.2.7 ⇓ ⇓ ⇓ ⇓ Proposition 5.2.11

⇓ ⇓
total anonymity ←−−−−−−−−−−−“dual”−−−−−−−−−−−→ total privacy

θ(i, a) ⇒ V
i′∈I/{j} Pj [θ(i′, a)] ⇓ ⇓ θ(i, a) ⇒ V

a′∈A Pj [θ(i, a′)]
Proposition 2.2.7 ⇓ ⇓ Proposition 5.2.15

anonymity up to IA ⇓ ⇓ privacy up to AI
θ(i, a) ⇒ V

i′∈IA
Pj [θ(i′, a)] ←−−−−−−−−−−−“dual”−−−−−−−−−−−→ θ(i, a) ⇒ V

a′∈AI
Pj [θ(i, a′)]

⇓ ⇓
Proposition 5.2.5 ⇓ ⇓ ⇓ ⇓ Proposition 5.2.14

minimal anonymity / minimal privacy
θ(i, a) ⇒ Pj [¬θ(i, a)]

↑ ↑
“contrary” “contrary”

↓ ↓
partial role noninterchangeability

θ(i, a) ⇒ W
i′∈I/{j}

W
a′∈A

(θ(i′, a′) ∧ Kj [¬θ(i′, a) ∨ ¬θ(i, a′)])
Proposition 5.4.2 ⇑ ⇑ ⇑ ⇑

⇑ ⇑
partial onymity ←−−−−−−−−−−−“dual”−−−−−−−−−−−→ partial identity

θ(i, a) ⇒ W
i′∈I/{j} Kj [¬θ(i′, a)] ⇑ ⇑ θ(i, a) ⇒ W

a′∈A Kj [¬θ(i, a′)]
Proposition 5.4.3 ⇑ ⇑

onymity down from IA ⇑ ⇑ identity down from AI
θ(i, a) ⇒ W

i′∈IA
Kj [¬θ(i′, a)] ←−−−−−−−−−−−“dual”−−−−−−−−−−−→ θ(i, a) ⇒ W

a′∈AI
Kj [¬θ(i, a′)]

⇑ ⇑
Proposition 5.3.7 ⇑ ⇑ ⇑ ⇑

maximal onymity / maximal identity
θ(i, a) ⇒ Kj [θ(i, a)]

Figure 5.3: A formal taxonomy of privacy-related information-hiding/disclosure proper-
ties

identity set AI for i to a smaller one. (As a technical note, we assume here that i is

exclusive.) That is, j’s initial goal can be specified as

I |= θ(i, is S&E )⇒
∨

a′∈AI

Kj[¬θ(i, a′)].

Remark 5.5.4 Besides the identifiability mentioned in Remark 5.3.6, Pfitzmann and

Hansen [PH10] also defined the concept of an identity, which we hereafter refer to as

a PH-identity. They stipulated that a PH-identity is “any subset of attribute values

of an individual person which sufficiently identifies this individual person within any

set of persons.” Example 5.5.3 indicates that each member of AI can be regarded as a

PH-identity. That is, our concept of an identity set can be regarded as a set of possible

PH-identities. (In fact, they also defined a weaker concept, a partial identity, which

may not sufficiently identify an individual person. To be precise, we should say that an

identity set can be viewed as a set of possible partial PH-identities.)

The results that we have described so far in this chapter are summarized in Fig. 5.3,

which can be regarded as a detailed, formal version of Fig. 5.1.
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Table 5.1: Compatibility of Anonymity and Onymity
Role inter- Anonymity Minimal Role noninter- Onymity Maximal

changeability up to IA anonymity changeability down from IA onymity

Role interchangeability - ◦a ◦ ×c ∗d ∗
Anonymity up to IA - - ◦ ⊕b × ∗
Minimal anonymity - - - ⊕ ⊕ ×

Role noninterchangeability - - - - ◦ ◦
Onymity down from IA - - - - - ◦

Maximal onymity - - - - - -
a◦: apparent compatibility induced by logical implication. b ⊕: compatibility in “marginal” area.
c ×: trivial incompatibility by definition. d∗: conditional incompatibility.

5.6 Compatibility

Instead of having a single property of anonymity, privacy, onymity, or identity, each sys-

tem sometimes has multiple properties. For example, some requirements of an anony-

mous authentication scheme based on group signatures can be specified as anonymity up

to a certain group and maximal onymity (Example 5.3.3). While this example system in-

volves these “contrary” properties in its different phases, some more subtle combinations

of “contrary” properties might be co-resident in some system. This section is devoted to

discussions of this kind of co-residence.

Let P1 and P2 be any of the anonymity or onymity properties that we have formulated

so far. We say that P1 and P2 are compatible if there exist an interpreted system I, an

agent action a, and agents i and j such that

1. a performed by i has the property P1 with respect to j in I,

2. a performed by i has the property P2 with respect to j in I, and

3. (I, r,m) |= θ(i, a) holds for some r and m.

Known results related to the compatibility of the six anonymity or onymity properties

are summarized in Table 5.1. The compatibility between privacy and identity is similar.

Apparently, P1 and P2 are compatible if they are both in the same category (that

is, either the privacy or the security category) and if P1 implies P2. The six ◦’s in

Table 5.1 indicate compatibility of this kind. For example, role interchangeability and

anonymity up to IA are compatible, because Proposition 5.2.7 guarantees that role inter-

changeability implies anonymity up to IA if we take IA as the set of agents that perform

some agent action in every run. The three ×’s indicate incompatibility that is trivial by

definition. Role interchangeability and role noninterchangeability, for example, are ex-

pressed as “contrary” formulas, so that they are never compatible. The three ∗’s indicate

conditional incompatibility. Consider, for example, the case for role interchangeability
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and onymity down from IA. By Proposition 5.4.2 and the trivial incompatibility be-

tween role interchangeability and role noninterchangeability, role interchangeability and

onymity down from IA are incompatible as long as we assume that IA is the set of agents

that perform some agent action in every run. Note that they are compatible if we aban-

don the assumption, that is, if we allow some i′ ∈ IA such that i′ never performs any

agent action in some run.

We can see that some weak forms of anonymity are compatible with some weak forms

of onymity.

Claim 5.6.1 Every pair of properties marked ⊕ in Table 5.1 is a compatible pair.

Proof Consider the interpreted system I1 described in Fig. 5.4. This system consists

of four runs, and here we assume that (r,m) ∼j (r′, m′) ∼j (r′′, m′′) ∼j (r′′′, m′′′) and

IA = {i, i′, i′′}. The primitive propositions that are true in each run are also described.

In this system, a performed by i is minimally anonymous as well as onymous down from

IA with respect to j, and θ(i, a) is true at (r,m). In view of Proposition 5.4.2, we can

also see that I1 is an example of a role noninterchangeable system.

Also consider the interpreted system I2 described in Fig. 5.5. This system only differs

from I1 in having a different set of primitive propositions that are true at (r′′, m′′). It

is easy to see that this is an example of a system that is anonymous up to IA but role

noninterchangeable. In view of Proposition 5.2.5, we can also see that a performed by i

is minimally anonymous with respect to j in I2.

Example 5.6.2 To see more intuitively what the system I1 described in Fig. 5.4 rep-

resents, assume that IA = {i, i′, i′′} denotes a set of voters, let a, a′, and a′′ be vote(k),

( )mr,

( )mr ′′′′ ,

( )mr ′′,
( )mr ′′′′′′ ,

( )ai,θ
( )ai ,′¬θ

( )ai,θ¬
( )ai ,′¬θ

( )ai ,′′¬θ

( )ai ,′′θ

( )ai ′′,θ

( )ai ′′¬ ,θ

( )ai ′′′¬ ,θ

( )ai ′,θ

( )ai ′′′′ ,θ
( )ai ′′′¬ ,θ

( )ai ′¬ ,θ ( )ai ′′¬ ,θ

( )ai ′′′,θ
( )ai ′′′¬ ,θ ( )ai ′′′′¬ ,θ

( )ai ′′¬ ,θ

( )ai,θ
( )ai ,′¬θ
( )ai ,′′¬θ

( )ai ′′,θ
( )ai ′′′¬ ,θ ( )ai ′′′′ ,θ

( )ai ′′′¬ ,θ
( )ai ′¬ ,θ ( )ai ′′¬ ,θ

( )ai,θ
( )ai ,′¬θ
( )ai ,′′¬θ

( )ai ′′,θ
( )ai ′′′¬ ,θ ( )ai ′′′′ ,θ

( )ai ′′′¬ ,θ
( )ai ′¬ ,θ ( )ai ′′¬ ,θ

Figure 5.4: Minimally anonymous but onymous down from IA system I1
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( )mr,

( )mr ′′′′ ,

( )mr ′′,
( )mr ′′′′′′ ,

( )ai,θ
( )ai ,′¬θ

( )ai,θ¬
( )ai ,′¬θ

( )ai ,′′¬θ

( )ai ,′′θ

( )ai ′′,θ

( )ai ′′¬ ,θ

( )ai ′′′¬ ,θ

( )ai ′,θ

( )ai ′′′′ ,θ
( )ai ′′′¬ ,θ

( )ai ′¬ ,θ ( )ai ′′¬ ,θ

( )ai ′′′,θ
( )ai ′′′¬ ,θ ( )ai ′′′′¬ ,θ

( )ai,θ¬
( )ai ,′θ
( )ai ,′′¬θ

( )ai ′¬ ,θ
( )ai ′′¬ ,θ ( )ai ′′′¬ ,θ
( )ai ′′′ ,θ ( )ai ′′′′¬ ,θ
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( )ai ′¬ ,θ ( )ai ′′¬ ,θ

Figure 5.5: Anonymous up to IA but role noninterchangeable system I2

vote(k′), and vote(k′′), respectively, and suppose that the intended interpretation of

θ(i, vote(k)) is that a voter i voted for a candidate k. Then, the minimally anonymous

but onymous down from IA system I1 indicates that from the observer j’s viewpoint, i

could not have voted for k but some other voter in IA, specifically, i′, has never voted

for k.

Remark 5.6.3 In Table 5.1, we state that anonymity up to IA and onymity down from

IA are incompatible for each same set IA. However, for different anonymity/onymity

sets, they could be compatible. For example, it is possible to state both that everyone in

IA might have performed a and that a is known to not have been performed by anyone in

IA
′− IA, where IA is a proper subset of IA

′. In this case, a performed by i is anonymous

up to IA and onymous down from IA
′.

5.7 Discussion

5.7.1 Comparison with the Work of Pfitzmann and Hansen

One of the main differences between our proposal and the standard terminology pro-

posed by Pfitzmann and Hansen [PK01,PH10] is that our approach is formal whereas

theirs is consistent but informal. A more important, technical difference between them

is the (non)existence of the subject/object reversal duality. By this duality, we can

refine anonymity and privacy from the category of privacy-related information-hiding

properties. This view of refinement was explained in Examples 5.2.4 and 5.2.9, where

the definition of sender anonymity given in [PK01] was analyzed and refined into what

we call sender anonymity and message privacy. (Similar examples can also be found
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Table 5.2: Correspondence between Pfitzmann-Hansen’s [PH10] and Our Concepts

Pfitzmann-Hansen [PH10] This chapter

Anonymity Anonymity up to IA

Anonymity set Anonymity set IA

N/a Privacy up to AI

N/a Privacy set AI

Identifiability Onymity down from IA

Identifiability set Onymity set IA

Disclosure of a partial (PH-)identity Identity down from AI

Set of partial (PH-)identities Identity set AI

in Chapter 2, where a refinement into voter anonymity and vote privacy is explained.)

In newer versions including [PH10], Pfitzmann and Hansen redefined anonymity in a

more succinct manner, so that it coincides with what we call anonymity up to a certain

anonymity set; however, its dual, that is, privacy up to a privacy set, was beyond the

scope of their formulation (Table 5.2).

Similarly, by this duality, we can also distinguish onymity and identity in the category

of identity-related information-disclosure properties. As Remarks 5.3.6 and 5.5.4 show,

our concepts of onymity and identity are related to those that Pfitzmann and Hansen

defined in their consolidated terminology chapter [PH10]. Specifically, onymity, that

is, the disclosure of who, corresponds to identifiability and its dual, identity, means the

disclosure of a partial PH-identity (Table 5.2). Thus, our duality viewpoint is also helpful

in understanding the structure of the identity category.

On the other hand, several important privacy-related properties dealt with in [PK01,

PH10] have not been discussed in our framework. These include unlinkability, unde-

tectability, unobservability, and pseudonymity. Although a general logical treatment of

these properties is important future work, below we simply provide some observations

with respect to unlinkability.

5.7.2 Unlinkability

In [PH10], Pfitzmann and Hansen stipulated that “unlinkability of two or more items

of interest (e.g., subjects, messages, and actions) from an attacker’s perspective means

that within the system (comprising these and possibly other items), the attacker cannot

sufficiently distinguish whether these items of interest are related or not.” As an im-

mediate remark, they also explained that unlinkability might be a more “fine-grained”

property than anonymity, since unlinkability might be concerned with relations between

various types of items whereas anonymity is simply concerned with relationships between

specific types of items, that is, between agents and agent actions. Considering that our

built-in primitive proposition θ(i, a) can be regarded as expressing a specific form of
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“link” between i and a, we will here focus on the unlinkability of this specific form.

Our first observation is that minimal anonymity (or equivalently, minimal privacy)

is close to the unlinkability property stipulated by Pfitzmann and Hansen. Minimal

anonymity, like unlinkability, is fundamental, as Halpern and O’Neill mentioned in

[HO05], where they stated that the definition of minimal anonymity “illustrates the

basic intuition behind any definition of anonymity.” Technically, Definition 5.2.1 states

that minimal anonymity I |= θ(i, a) ⇒ Pj[¬θ(i, a)] means that for every (r,m) such

that (I, r,m) |= θ(i, a), there exists some (r′, m′) such that (I, r′, m′) |= ¬θ(i, a) and

(r′, m′) ∼j (r,m). In other words, minimal anonymity roughly means that the at-

tacker j cannot sufficiently distinguish point (r,m) where i and a are related (that is,

(I, r,m) |= θ(i, a) holds) from another point (r′, m′) where i and a are not related (that

is, (I, r′, m′) |= ¬θ(i, a) holds). We can see that this interpretation of minimal anonymity

is close to the stipulation of unlinkability provided by Pfitzmann and Hansen.

In a similar but stronger form of this approach, Garcia et al. [GHPR05] gave a

formal definition of unlinkability between sender i and message m from an attacker j’s

viewpoint. Their definition can be paraphrased in our formalism as follows:

I |= θ(i, send(m))⇒ (Pj[¬θ(i, send(m))] ∧
∧

i′∈IA

Pj [θ(i
′, send(m))]).

In other words, they defined unlinkability as the conjunction of minimal anonymity and

anonymity up to a certain anonymity set. The latter conjunct can be used to exclude

the case where j does know that i does not send m. (As shown in Proposition 5.2.5, the

latter conjunct can also imply the former, provided that certain conditions are satisfied.)

The above observation can be extended from the duality/contrary view of our taxon-

omy. For example, we can say that the contrary of minimal anonymity, that is, maximal

onymity (or equivalently, maximal identity), is close to linkability. We can also consider

the dual of Garcia et al.’s formulation, which means the unlinkability property on the

privacy side.

As a final remark in this section, we note that role interchangeability also refers to a

property related to unlinkability. This is because role interchangeability can be roughly

interpreted as meaning that the attacker j cannot sufficiently distinguish point (r,m)

where two “links” are present (that is, (I, r,m) |= θ(i, a) and (I, r,m) |= θ(i′, a′) hold)

from another point (r′, m′) where the two “links” are interchanged (that is, (I, r′, m′) |=
θ(i′, a) and (I, r′, m′) |= θ(i, a′) hold). However, as we see above, it is minimal anonymity

(and equivalently, minimal privacy) that closely corresponds to the unlinkability prop-

erty stipulated by Pfitzmann and Hansen. Further, our formal framework shows that

role interchangeability conditionally implies minimal anonymity (Propositions 2.2.7 and

5.2.15). To sum up, building on our formal framework, we can say that role interchange-

ability is related to but stronger than unlinkability.
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5.7.3 Onymity/Identity versus Authentication/Non-Repudiation

The classification and analysis of real-world examples based on our taxonomy are im-

portant. So far, however, our intensive case study [MKST10] of real protocols has only

treated anonymity and privacy. With respect to onymity and identity, authentication

and non-repudiation protocols will be relevant examples to be discussed.

Indeed, onymity is closely related to (personal) authentication because it is the prop-

erty of disclosing who. Similarly, identity is closely related to attribute authentication.

Consider a set of runs of a certain authentication protocol where i is the initiator and j

the responder. Further, suppose that θ(i, says(m)) and θ(j, says(n)) respectively mean

that i says initiating message m and that j says a responding message n. Then, the

mutual authentication property of the protocol seems to be expressed as the maximal

onymity of the agent action says(m) performed by i with respect to j and the maximal

onymity of the agent action says(n) performed by j with respect to i.

Non-repudiation can be regarded as a variant of authentication. Non-repudiation

of origin (NRO) is the property that protects against the originator’s false denial of

having sent a specific message, and non-repudiation of receipt (NRR) is the property

that protects against the recipient’s false denial of having received the specific message.

NRO and NRR have been formulated in the literature in the form of maximal onymity,

or equivalently, maximal identity. For example, in [ZG96, ZG98], Zhou and Gollmann

used a BAN ( [BAN90, CDar])-like logic, the SVO logic [SO94], to specify and verify

NRO and NRR of a certain fair non-repudiation protocol. Their specifications of NRO

and NRR can be paraphrased, in the form of maximal identity, as

θ(i, says(m))⇒ Kk[θ(i, says(m))]

and

θ(j, sees(m))⇒ Kk[θ(j, sees(m))],

respectively. Here, we assume that i, j, and k are the originator, the recipient, and the

judge, respectively.

The above discussion is intended to explain that our formulation of maximal

onymity/identity is closely related to authentication and non-repudiation. However, this

explanation is still informal and needs further elaboration. Some additional discussions

are offered below.

We first observe that maximal onymity I |= θ(i, a) ⇒ Kj [θ(i, a)] means, by defini-

tion, that for every (r,m) such that (I, r,m) |= θ(i, a) and for every (r′, m′) such that

(I, r′, m′) |= ¬θ(i, a), (r′, m′) �∼j (r,m). In other words, from an algorithmic or com-

putational viewpoint, maximal onymity means that j can distinguish such (r,m) and
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(r′, m′) with “nonnegligible” probability. This contrasts with the ordinary authentica-

tion property that requires j to distinguish such (r,m) and (r′, m′) with “overwhelming”

probability.

On the basis of this observation, we could say that authentication requires more than

maximal onymity, and we could provide an alternative, stronger definition of maximal

onymity as

I |= θ(i, a)⇒ K+
j [θ(i, a)].

Here, (I, r,m) |= K+
j [θ(i, a)] means that (I, r′, m′) |= θ(i, a) for every (r′, m′) such that

¬((r′, m′) �∼j (r,m)), where �∼j denotes a “strong” distinguishability that corresponds to

the distinguishability with “overwhelming” probability mentioned above and should be

additionally introduced into our multiagent systems. Note that (r′, m′) ∼j (r,m) should

imply ¬((r′, m′) �∼j (r,m)), but the converse of this would not necessarily hold. Thus,

the new form of maximal onymity means that for every (r,m) such that (I, r,m) |=
θ(i, a) and for every (r′, m′) such that (I, r′, m′) |= ¬θ(i, a), (r′, m′) �∼j (r,m). In other

words, from a computational viewpoint again, this maximal onymity means that j can

distinguish such (r,m) and (r′, m′) with “overwhelming” probability. This seems to

be closer to the ordinary authentication property. We are thus led to an alternative

taxonomy framework by replacing all explicit occurrences of K in Fig. 5.3 with K+.

5.8 Related Work

Formal approaches to privacy-related information-hiding properties go back to the sem-

inal work of Schneider and Sidiropoulos [SS96], who proposed the concept of strong

anonymity. Since then, this concept has been further developed and elaborated in various

frameworks [AF04,KR05,DKR06,CDK09,BHM08,KMST07,KMST06,KMST08,HK07].

In these studies, properties are formulated in terms of computational languages such

as CSP [SS96], applied π calculus [AF04, KR05, DKR06, CDK09, BHM08], and I/O-

automata [KMST07,KMST06,KMST08]. Another approach, which we call the logical

approach here, has also been developed in [SS99, HO05, MS04, GHPR05, JP06, EO07,

BRS07, MW07, MKST10, KT09, CDK09], where properties are formulated in terms of

the modal logic of knowledge for multiagent systems.

The two approaches—computational and logical—have been shown to have some in-

teresting relationships. For example, Halpern and O’Neill showed that strong anonymity

can be characterized by a logical counterpart that they defined in the modal logic of

knowledge [HO05]. Mano et al. extended this to show that role interchangeability can

be characterized by a computational counterpart that they defined in terms of traces of

I/O-automata [MKST10].
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It is also recognized, however, that these two approaches have their own specific

merits. The computational approach offers powerful proof methods and practical sup-

port tools, as demonstrated by the many successful case studies undertaken to prove

several privacy-related information-hiding properties of quite complex electronic voting

protocols [KR05,KMST06,KMST08,DKR06,CDK09,BHM08]. In contrast, the primary

advantage of the logical approach is that the modal logic of knowledge is so expressive

that we can use it to specify a variety of information-hiding properties succinctly. This

is why we follow the logical approach in the present chapter. In fact, we do not nec-

essarily require the whole expressive power of the modal logic of knowledge, because

the properties and examples discussed in this chapter do not involve any nested use of

modal operators. However, as the summary of our results shown in Fig. 5.3 indicates,

we should be able to consider the above-mentioned refinement (into anonymity/privacy

and onymity/identity) and achieve some separation (between total/minimal and par-

tial/maximal). Further, we also consider some combinations of the obtained properties

to discuss more subtle properties such as weak/strong receipt-freeness (Example 5.2.13)

and some form of unlinkability (Section 5.7.2). Thus, the expressiveness of the logical

approach is important to the aim of the present chapter.

We also note that different views of privacy-related properties can be found in the

literature. For example, Weitzner et al. proposed an information-accountability perspec-

tive on privacy [WABL+08]. They mentioned that privacy is the claim of individuals,

groups, and institutions to determine for themselves when, how, and to what extent in-

formation about them is used lawfully and appropriately by others. This contrasts with

our view of privacy as an instance of information-hiding properties. The information-

accountability perspective would produce a different picture of privacy-related properties.



Chapter 6

Legal Privacy

In this chapter we study on usage of the formalization methodology of anonymity and

privacy in the previous chapters in the legal context. Especially we study on comparison

of privacy concept defined formally and the one defined legally. We do not intend to

perform a thorough comparison. On the basis of the comparison with after the banquet

case [Aft], whose decision is widely used as a precedent, we point out a difference between

the two concepts concerning identifiability, and investigate its legal meaning.

Identifiability is one of the requirements of a tort of invasion of privacy, which would

appear quite natural in a daily sense. Describing the problem in a logical formulation is

expected to be useful for examining the meaning of such a “seemingly natural” require-

ment and for obtaining a beneficial legal consequence.

Not only should we devise the way of formulating using the logical formulation; we

must devise examples to clarify the difference between two concepts. For this purpose

we use ambient intelligence as a technical context. Ambient intelligence is an ability

that actively reacts to activities of people in a ubiquitous network environment by using

electronic tags and sensors.

This chapter is organized as the following. Section 6.1 explains privacy as a legal

concept. Then in Section 6.2 we compare it with the privacy as a formal concept (formal

privacy, for short), and point out a difference between them with respect to identifiability.

In Section 6.3, we investigate its meaning.

6.1 Privacy as a legal concept

In this section we introduce privacy as a legal concept in Japan. Here, we concentrate on

the right of privacy in private law. There are other related legal concepts, e.g., the right

to control personal information in public law or the Personal Information Protection

Law, but they are beyond the scope of this chapter.

65
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When we consider the right of privacy in private law, the most important decision is

that of the after the banquet case. This decision recognized the legal guarantee and/or

right that private life not be disclosed without reason so that personalities are mutually

respected and private individuals are protected against unjustifiable interference. In

its decision, the court presented the following three tort requirements of privacy right

violation for the disclosed matter: (1) it is true, or can be taken to be true in intimate

life, (2) it is offensive to a reasonable person from his or her viewpoint, and (3) it is not

of concern to the public.

Moreover, concerning (1) there is an additional requirement, which is not explicitly

stated in the above three requirements, that the said person must be identifiable by the

disclosed matter. This is essential, e.g., in the case of invasion of privacy by a novel with

key.

In the following we use the above requirements as the definition of privacy as a legal

concept and call it legal privacy. That is, legal privacy is protected, or satisfied, when

any of the above three conditions does not hold. In the following, we investigate the

difference between legal and formal privacy.

First, a trivial difference is that legal privacy has the explicit conditions “offensive”

and “not of concern to the public” explicitly, while formal privacy does not, or at least

such conditions are implicit. We regard this difference as trivial since it originates from

the basic idea of formal privacy formulation, where we concentrate on privacy properties

that can be expressed as a link between persons and actions. However, a specific privacy

definition suitable for a specific case can be obtained by fixing the interpretations of

I, A, and θ of formal privacy. The conditions of legal privacy should be reflected in

the interpretation. On the other hand, for legal privacy, whether or not the matter is

offensive and whether or not it is of concern to the public is judged according to the

individual situation. There seems to be rather a natural correspondence between them.

As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, it is not our objective to thoroughly

compare formal and legal privacy. In the following we concentrate on the difference

as regards identifiability: the identifiability of the said person is a requirement in the

definition of legal privacy, while there is no corresponding condition in the definition of

formal privacy. Unlike in the trivial difference mentioned above, there is a reason for

the lack of this condition in formal privacy. The negation of identifiability is valid as a

necessary condition for anonymity. Actually both properties concern hiding information

about who performed the action. However, formal privacy hides the information about

what action the person performed. They are generally independent, and there must be

no relation between them such as one or its negation being a necessary condition for the

other.

From a legal standpoint, the most plausible interpretation of this difference is that
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the definition of formal privacy is insufficient. However, we poses the following question

in order to examine the legal meaning of the difference: Is there any social situation or

technical context where formal privacy is more suitable than legal privacy. This question

can be generalized to whether or not identifiability is necessary. In the following we call

this the identifiability problem.

6.2 Identifiability Problem

In this section we investigate the problem posed in the previous section by using ambient

intelligence [TM08] as the technical context.

6.2.1 Ambient Intelligence

The ambient in ambient intelligence means the environment of a ubiquitous society,

where electronic tags, biometric sensors, and networks connecting them are wide spread.

The intelligence is of course analogous to artificial intelligence, and means the ability

to actively react to human activities by processing information gathered by the ambient

intelligence using natural language processing, knowledge and data processing, and other

means [WAR05].

If ambient intelligence is achieved, it will be convenient for users in various ways.

On the other hand, some potential problems have been pointed out. One of the biggest

criticisms is the potential loss of privacy. For example, let us consider the following

case. Person A use an ambient intelligence system at home. The system takes care

of his family’s health using biometric technology and a healthcare service site on the

Internet. One day B visits A, and the ambient intelligence system measures B’s biometric

information and sends it outside the system. B could potentially file a lawsuit against

A for invasion of privacy.

There are two important points in this case. One is that the root of the problem lies

in the incentive to actively circulate the obtained information, which is assumed to lead

to improved convenience for individual and society. This can lead to private information

being communicated without foresight. This is not restricted to ambient intelligence;

for instance, the privacy issues related to Google Street View can be thought of as a

consequence of such an incentive. The other point is that this is not only a technical

problem but also a social problem and in particular a legal problem.

Such potential problems with ambient intelligence have been extensively studied

[WGF+10]. For instance, the aim of PRIAM [PRI], a research project in INRIA, is

transversal and multidisciplinary research through the exchange of ideas between lawyers

and experts in information and communication technology. One of the specific objectives
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of PRIAM is to develop a methodology for privacy policy specifications, and a formal

method is expected to provide a promising approach for handling both technical and

social problems.

6.2.2 Two cases

To investigate the difference mentioned in Section 6.1, let us consider the following two

cases.

(1) Biometric information

In ambient intelligence, biometric information is assumed to be recorded and ex-

changed in various situations in ambient intelligence. Concerning the handling of such

information, there have been reports and discussions in relation to the Personal Infor-

mation Protection Law. Among the arguments, those related to whether or not some

information corresponds to personal information under the Personal Information Pro-

tection Law are closely connected with our problem. Shimpo [Shi06] pointed out the

importance of the existence of referable information for distinguishing individuals. Mu-

rakami [Mur05] pointed out the importance of the owner of such referable information.

A similar precise argument is needed for invasion of privacy.

Here, let us consider an extreme case to make the problem clear. Sato stated that a

symbolic issue of privacy is that the analysis of a complete human genome has become

possible [Sat08]. Genome information can be regarded as the ultimate personal infor-

mation. Now let us assume that your complete genome information is disclosed without

reason. However, only the genome information itself is disclosed, and no information

about your identity such as your name and address is provided. Is this an invasion of

your privacy? A key point here is the possibility of identifying someone solely from his

complete genome information.

Actually, the owner of a given genome is uniquely determined with very high prob-

ability, except in the case of an identical twin. However, it is generally difficult to de-

termine a genome’s owner by using only the genome information since the person could

be anywhere in the world. So if we conclude that the identification of the said person

is impossible, the disclosure of genome information would not in itself be an invasion of

privacy.

There are various possible interpretations of this problem. For instance, it is possible

to think it is not a problem to disclose genome information about an unnamed person.

However, today’s biotechnology, which is enabling personalized medicine and genomic

medicine, seems to be leading to a situation in which such a pastoral attitude is not

allowed. For instance, genome medicine could be used to produce material that is harmful

only to the genome’s owner.
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(2) Surveillance of a bank doorway

Let us consider the following situation. A publicly accessible surveillance camera is

placed in front of a bank door. For privacy protection, the camera’s image output is

pixelated by real time image processing so that people in the images cannot be identified

by their faces. However, other parts of their bodies remain clear, and we can recognize

features such as shirt color and the extent to which a bag is bulging. Moreover, a

thermographic camera and a microwave-based motion sensor are also installed near the

door and they are connected to the ambient intelligence, and are publicly accessible.

Information about clothing is insufficient to identify a person, but sufficient to allow

us to guess that the person coming out now is the same person who went in three minutes

ago. Many public organizations in Japan are setting up infrared thermographic cameras

in preparation for a pandemic of a new type of influenza. Automatic sliding doors often

have a type of approach sensor called 2.4 GHz microwave Doppler radar. The same type

of radar has been used in research aimed at remote sensing of the human pulse [SMF08].

Thus on the basis of the above knowledge, suppose that a third party observes that

the bag of a man just coming out of the bank is bulging more than at the time he entered,

that his pulse rate is elevated, and that his body temperature is lower. This third party

could presume that the man has withdrawn a large amount of money. Is this an invasion

of the man’s privacy?

What we want to stress here is the following. We are considering situations where the

incentive to publish and circulate obtained information is dominant, that various types

of information about a person are published since they do not identify that person, and

thus that such information can easily be accumulated. Then, even if identification is

impossible, some information can still be known, e.g., that a man in a red shirt will pass

a certain place carrying a lot of money, and such knowledge can easily used for malicious

purpose. If we suppose, in the first case, that the disclosed genome information is known

to be that of some rich person, the situation is similar to this case.

6.3 Self-information requirement

It seems likely that a reasonable person would feel that the cases described in the previ-

ous section are invasions of privacy. However, it cannot be so according to the precedent

that identifiability is required. Moreover, the disclosed information does not correspond

to personal information under the Personal Information Protection Law since it is insuf-

ficient to distinguish individuals, so the cases do not conflict with the law.

The idea of requiring identifiability dates back to early legal arguments on the right

to privacy. For instance, in the four types of invasion of privacy in the classic research by

Prosser [Pro60], the second type called public disclosure of private facts is closely related
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to the right recognized in the decision in the after the banquet case. The protected

interest of this type is considered to be reputation1. When the protected interest is

reputation, the identifiability is required.

Should we devise a new interest or right in order to avoid the situations highlighted

in the previous section? The more widely a person’s right to privacy is recognized, the

more restricted the rights of others to know become. Thus, we should not devise new

rights thoughtlessly. In fact, we think that it is possible to regard the above situations

as invasions of the recognized interest that private life not be disclosed without reason.

In many privacy torts, including the after the banquet case, the problem was damage

to reputation, that is, detriment that accrues from a person being blamed behind his or

her back. Therefore, identifiability of the person to be blamed became a requirement.

However, the cases in the previous section show that, in future technical contexts, pri-

vate lives could be invaded for no reason, and serious detriment could be caused in a

completely different way from blaming. It is obviously impossible to reduce this problem

to that of the right not to be blamed behind one’s back. Actually, one of the main

criticisms of Prosser’s classification is that it constitutes such a reductionistic attitude

to the right of privacy [Gav80].

So, instead of reducing the problem of privacy to a legal guarantee of reputation or

of not being criticized, let us return to the decision in the after the banquet case, which

recognizes the legal guarantee and/or right for one’s private life not to be disclosed with-

out reason in order that personalities be mutually respected and that private individuals

be protected against unjustifiable interference. If we consider the right itself as the in-

terest to be protected, the genome information and surveillance information in the cases

described in the previous section should not be disclosed without reason.

Now, recognizing the problem in the previous section as a legal one, what solution

is possible? In the following we consider how to solve this problem by making a min-

imal modification to the interpretation of the decision in the after the banquet case.

Specifically, we will consider how to relax the identifiability requirement.

First of all, it is nonsense to simply eliminate the identifiability requirement. If we did

that, we would lose any condition that requires the disclosed matter to concern the said

person, and then disclosure of matters related to other people could be an invasion of the

said person’s privacy. Thus, let us instead consider adding a requirement to avoid such

a silly situation, that is, a requirement that the disclosed matter is a true fact about the

person. In this chapter we call this requirement self-information. The difference between

identifiability and self-information is that the former concerns whether or not others can

know who the person is from the disclosed matter, while the latter concerns whether or

not the matter is about the person regardless of how it is seen by the others.

1There are criticisms concerning the idea; we refer to these later.
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To fulfill self-information requirement in the case of genome information disclosure,

it is enough to prove that the disclosed genome information is that of the said person

by using a DNA test. With surveillance information, let us suppose the court recognizes

that, even in a public area, there is no implicit consent to allow the disclosure of an

unnecessarily detailed image, body temperature reading or pulse rate of a person. Then

it is sufficient to prove that, for example, the sensor was operating when the person was

there. Then we can prove these cases to be illegal regardless of identifiability.

However, it is impossible simply to substitute self-information for identifiability. As

mentioned in the first requirement, the disclosed matter is true, or can be taken to be

true in intimate life. That is, the matter does not have to be true, while self-information

requires it to be true. So such a simple replacement would not be a minimal modification

since it would narrow the range of privacy protection. Therefore, we propose to interpret

the disjunctive sentence as actually expressing a disjunction of two requirements as

follows:

• “it is true in intimate life” expresses self-information, and

• “it can be taken to be true in intimate life” expresses identifiability.

In the following, we call the legal privacies with the former and latter requirements legal

privacy based on self-information and legal privacy based on identifiability, respectively.

Interestingly, this relaxation of identifiability is closely related to formal privacy. To

clarify the relationship, let us ignore the conditions “offensive” and “not of concern to

the public” that are abstracted from formal privacy. Then legal privacy is something

concerning an identifiable and disclosed matter. Let us consider an invasion of privacy

where a private matter “i performed agent action a” of i is true.2 If we formally interpret

identifiability as the negation of anonymity up to IA, and disclosure as the negation of

the conclusion part of privacy up to AI , then legal privacy is interpreted as the following

formula:

θ(i, a) ∧
{
¬

∧
i′∈IA

Pj[θ(i
′, a)]

}
∧

{
¬

∧
a′∈AI

Pj [θ(i, a
′)]

}
.

In this interpretation, formal versions are weaker than legal versions. For instance,

identifiability implies failure of anonymity but the reverse does not hold in general. Nev-

ertheless, the above formula is too restrictive, or too strong, as a formula expressing the

invasion of formal privacy. Let IA = {i, i′}, and consider the following interpreted sys-

tem: the system has just two runs r and r′ that are indistinguishable from j’s viewpoint,
2Here we do not consider a case where the private matter can be taken to be true for two reasons.

One is that in a comparison of legal and formal privacy, this case is less important than one where the
matter is true. The other reason is that it is impossible to express this statement in our epistemic logic.
For this purpose, we would need to extend it with the belief modal operator.
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i performs a while the others do nothing in r, and i′ performs a while the others do

nothing in r′. Then privacy up to AI does not hold except in the trivial case of AI = {a}
since the only performed agent action is a. Moreover, the system is also a model of the

negation of the above formula since a is anonymous. Therefore, the interpreted system

is a model of both the negation of formal privacy with non-trivial AI and the nega-

tion of the above formula formally expressing legal privacy invasion, and thus they are

simultaneously satisfied.3

Now, to weaken the above formula, let us omit the second condition ¬∧
i′∈IA

Pj[θ(i
′, a)].

Then the resulting formula

θ(i, a) ∧
{
¬

∧
a′∈AI

Pj[θ(i, a
′)]

}

intuitively means that the matter is self-information (θ(i, a)) and is disclosed

(¬∧
a′∈AI

Pj[θ(i, a
′)]), which corresponds to legal privacy based on self-information. And

this formula is also acceptable as a formula expressing an invasion of privacy in a formal

sense, since it is itself the negation of privacy up to AI .

6.4 Discussion

There are various issues related to self-information. For instance:

• What kind of self-information is the target of the protection? What is offensive

self-information?

• How good a match is sufficient to judge that a certain matter is self-information?

It is easy to change just the appearance of digital data.

• How about the case that the matter is not disclosed but exploited at someone’s

discretion?

These cases are always subjects of privacy whether or not they are based on self-

information. It is not apparent whether a formal method can help to solve these prob-

lems.

A problem specific to self-information is the following. Although a person can prove

illegality regardless of identifiability, he or she is identified by the very fact of proving

in court that the matter is self-information, which can be detrimental. First, a person

may want to file a lawsuit even if it enables him or her to be identified, which should be

admitted by law. Next, this problem can resolved if the privacy court is anonymized.

3The cases in the previous section can be regarded as similar “models” in the context of ambient
intelligence.
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Conclusion and Future Work

7.1 Conclusion

In this thesis we investigated a formal methodology for verifying the anonymity and

privacy of systems. The key characteristic of our methodology is the utilization of the

expressiveness of the epistemic logic. We formalized role interchangeability in the epis-

temic logic, and presented some additional conditions for deriving anonymity and privacy

properties together with role interchangeability. We presented a simulation proof method

for the property. We then used our method to verify the anonymity and privacy of the

FOO electronic voting protocol.

We proposed a novel taxonomy of privacy-related information-hiding/disclosure prop-

erties systems. We formulated the properties and investigated their logical relationship.

We showed that some weak forms of anonymity and privacy are compatible with some

weak forms of onymity and identity, respectively. Furthermore, we discussed the rela-

tionships between our taxonomy and existing standard terminology.

We performed a comparison of formal privacy with legal privacy and investigated

their difference and its meaning by using ambient intelligence as a technical context.

This comparison yielded a problem with identifiability, and to resolve it we introduced

the notion of the self-information requirement. Moreover, we showed that there is a close

relationship between legal privacy based on self-information and formal privacy.

The duality of anonymity and privacy, the contrary between information-hiding and

information-disclosure properties, and the correspondence between legal and formal pri-

vacy, these all are inherent structures of privacy-related properties. These structures

had not been pointed out clearly, and the expressiveness of the epistemic logic made it

possible. The engineering benefits of the structures are remains unclear. However, the

author believes that this clarification contributes to a better understanding of the logical

foundations for privacy and related concepts.

73
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7.2 Future work

In terms of the formal verification method, adaptation to the presence of more active

attackers is a future task. We expect some extension of our approach to active attackers

along the lines described in Section 4.5. Recently, extensive research has been undertaken

on the computational foundations of symbolic verification methods such as [AR02] or

[MW04]. It will be interesting to provide our method with such a foundation.

As for the formal taxonomy, a formal analysis in a compositional setting should

constitute interesting future work. In general, each information system consists of several

subsystems. If some subsystems have anonymity properties and some others privacy

properties, then there is some question as to how we can infer that the total system

has a certain anonymity or privacy property. As a preliminary study we performed an

analysis concerning the compatibility of properties. For compositional analysis, however,

we need to show that the anonymity/privacy/onymity/identity properties established for

each component are preserved by composition of them. It would be worthwhile finding

a sufficient condition for the preservation of the properties.

As regards the comparison with legal concepts, it would be useful to apply the same

perspective to investigations of the Personal Information Protection Law.
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Appendix

8.1 Proof of Lemma 4.3.2

Let s be any coexistable state, and we omit the prefix s. throughout this proof. It is

sufficient to prove

1. Q(s, i) : voter(i).sreq �= null satisfies the conditions (Q-1) and (Q-2) of Lemma

3.3.4, and

2. with such Q(s, i), R(s, i, i′) : phase = 1 satisfies the condition (R) of Lemma 3.3.4.

To prove 1, let i be an arbitrary voter. By a simple induction on the length of

transition, it is proved that the following is an invariant assertion, that is, it holds for

any reachable state from any initial state:

voter(i).sreq = null ⇒ voter(i).casted = false
∧ voter(i).casted = false⇒ voter(i).line = null
∧ voter(i).line = null ⇒ voter(i).keyed = false.

Thus (Q-1) holds. For (Q-2), the only action that changes voter(i).sreq is ack(Ad, i, sreq),

which updates voter(i).sreq to σ′
Ad(σ

−1
i (Γ)) for some Γ. Since σ′

Ad(x) �= null for any x

by assumption, (Q-2) is proved. Therefore, 1 follows.

For 2, it is easy to show that phase �= 1 is stable for S. Also, when phase �= 1, all

sreq subfields remain unchanged since no ack action is possible. Therefore, 2 follows.
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8.2 Constants, Functions and Predicates

The properties of constants, functions and predicates needed in this verification are

formally presented below.1

(1) pair(x, y) = pair(x′, y′)⇒ x = x′ ∧ y = y′

(2) x -:(y -: z) = y -:(x -: z)
(3) x -: y �= ∅
(4) x ∈ y ⇔ ∃z y = x -: z
(5) x ∈ y -: z ⇒ x = y ∨ x ∈ z
(6) delete(x, x -: y) = y
(7) x �∈ y ⇒ delete(x, y) = y
(8) delete(x, delete(y, z)) = delete(y, delete(x, z))
(9) exi,i′(pair(k, σk(s.voter(k).cand)) -: rest) =

pair(k, σk(s.voter(k̃).cand)) -: exi,i′(rest)

(9’) exi,i′(pair(k, σk(s.voter(k̃).cand)) -: rest) =
pair(k, σk(s.voter(k).cand)) -: exi,i′(rest)

(10) exi,i′(exi,i′(x)) = x
(11) free(k, x)⇔ ∀Γ.pair(k,Γ) �∈ x
(12) free(i, x) ∧ free(i′, x)⇒ exi,i′(x) = x

The following property (13) is proved by case analysis depending on whether y ∈ z
or not using (2), (4), (6) and (7) above.

Lemma 8.2.1 (the numbering continues from the above)

(13) x ∈ delete(y, z)⇒ x ∈ z

8.3 Proof of Theorem 4.3.4

Let S be the automaton introduced in Section 4.2. Let i, i′ be arbitrary voters, and

s be an arbitrary state in S. Assuming that the assertion in Lemma 4.3.2 holds, we

prove that gi,i′ in Section 4.3 satisfies the conditions of agent exchange functions for each

action. We say gi,i′ does not touch field ψ in state s when gi,i′(s).ψ = s.ψ. Note that gi,i′

does not touch phase in any state.

[phase2] Suppose s
phase2(Ph,null)→ s′. From the definition of fV , we have to show

gi,i′(s)
phase2(Ph,null)→ gi,i′(s

′).
From the definition of a phase2 transition, the former part of gi,i′’s definition is

effective in s since phase = 1 holds, while the latter part of the definition is effective
1Properties (5), (8), (10) and (12) should be derived from more basic properties with some appropriate

induction principle. In this thesis, however, we assume these hold for simplicity. Moreover, though we
do not use (9) and (9’) directly in this proof, we include them here to explain exi,i′ .
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in s′ since phase = 2. Let k be any voter. Since gi,i′ does not touch phase in s,

phase2(Ph, null) is possible in gii′(s). Suppose gii′(s)
phase2(Ph,null)→ s′′.

This transition changes only phase, while gi,i′ does not touch fields other than voter

and abuff . For voter field, the following holds for any subfield ψ other than sreq and

authed.
gi,i′(s

′).voter(k).ψ
= s′.voter(k̃).ψ
= s.voter(k̃).ψ
= gi,i′(s).voter(k).ψ
= s′′.voter(k).ψ

This equality indicates that with respect to voter(k).ψ, the mapping of s′ by gi,i′ after the

transition s
phase2(Ph,null)→ s′ yields the same result as the transition gii′(s)

phase2(Ph,null)→
s′′ after the mapping of s by gi,i′.

Thus, it is sufficient to prove

gi,i′(s
′).voter(k).sreq = s′′.voter(k).sreq,

gi,i′(s
′).voter(k).authed = s′′.voter(k).authed, and

gi,i′(s
′).abuff = s′′.abuff .

For the first and second properties, they clearly hold unless k = i or k = i′. Thus we

suppose k = i or k = i′. For any reachable state ŝ, we have

x ∈ ŝ.abuff ⇒ ∃j x = pair(j, σj(ŝ.voter(j).cand))

by induction on the length of the execution (the base case is easily proved using (3) and

(4) since ŝ.abuff = ∅ in the initial state, and the induction step is proved using (5) for

an auth transition and using (13) for an ack transition). Using this, we can prove the

following invariant.

∀j ŝ.voter(j).sreq = null ∨ ŝ.voter(j).sreq = σ′
Ad(ŝ.voter(j).cand)

Since phase = 2 in s′, we have gi,i′(s
′).voter(k).sreq = σ′

Ad(gi,i′(s
′).voter(k).cand) and

s′′.voter(k).sreq = σ′
Ad(s

′′.voter(k).cand) by Lemma 4.3.2. It is easy to prove that

voter(k).cand is never changed, so we have

σ′
Ad(gi,i′(s

′).voter(k).cand)
= σ′

Ad(s
′.voter(k̃).cand)

= σ′
Ad(s.voter(k̃).cand)

= σ′
Ad(gi,i′(s).voter(k).cand)

= σ′
Ad(s

′′.voter(k).cand).
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Hence, gi,i′(s
′).voter(k).sreq = s′′.voter(k).sreq.

For authed, we can prove

ŝ.voter(k).sreq �= null⇒ ŝ.voter(k).authed = true

is an invariant, so gi,i′(s
′).voter(k).authed = s′′.voter(k).authed.

For abuff , we have s.abuff = s′.abuff and gi,i′(s
′).abuff = s′′.abuff since abuff is

unchanged in a phase2 transition. Also, gi,i′(s
′).abuff = s′.abuff since gi,i′ does not

touch abuff in phase 2. Thus it is sufficient to prove s.abuff = gi,i′(s).abuff . Moreover,

gi,i′(s).abuff = exi,i′(s.abuff ), so we prove exi,i′(s.abuff ) = s.abuff .

First we show that the following is an invariant:

ŝ.phase = 1⇒
[ŝ.voter(k).sreq = null ∧ free(k, ŝ.abuff )]

∨ [ŝ.voter(k).authed = true ∧ ŝ.voter(k).sreq = null ∧
free(k, delete(pair(k, σk(s.voter(k).cand), ŝ.abuff )))]

∨ [ŝ.voter(k).authed = true ∧ ŝ.voter(k).sreq �= null ∧
free(k, ŝ.abuff )]

The intuition behind the above formula is that each of the three disjuncts in the con-

clusion part holds before the auth(k, Ad, req) transition, between the auth(k, Ad, req)

and ack(Ad, k, sreq) transitions, and after the ack(Ad, k, sreq) transition, respectively,

in phase 1.

In the initial state, the first disjunct holds since abuff = ∅, voter(k).sreq = null

and (3). For the induction step, we discuss only the auth and ack transitions since it is

straightforward that phase �= 1 holds after the other transitions.

In the following we explain the case where the second disjunct of the induction

hypothesis holds, namely

ŝ.voter(k).authed = true ∧ ŝ.voter(k).sreq = null ∧
free(k, delete(pair(k, σk(s.voter(k).cand), ŝ.abuff ))).

The other cases are easy. It is also easy to see that voter(k).authed and voter(k).sreq

satisfy the induction step. Thus we prove that abuff does as well.

For an auth(j, Ad, req) transition, j �= k since ŝ.voter(k).authed = true. Then, by

(1), (5), (11), (13) and the induction hypothesis, we can prove

free(k, delete(pair(k, σk(s.voter(k).cand), pair(j, req) -: ŝ.abuff ).

Thus the second disjunct holds.

For an ack(Ad, j, sreq) transition, if j �= k, we can prove

free(k, delete(pair(k, σk(s.voter(k).cand), ŝ.abuff ))
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by (8), (11), (13) and the induction hypothesis. Hence the second disjunct holds. If

j = k, we can prove

free(k, delete(pair(k,Γ), ŝ.abuff ))

by (11), (13), precondition pair(k,Γ) ∈ ŝ.abuff of the transition, and the induction

hypothesis. Thus the third disjunct holds. Therefore, the invariant is proved.

Now, phase = 1 holds before a phase2 transition, so s.voter(i).sreq �= null ∧
s.voter(i′).sreq �= null by Lemma 4.3.2. Hence free(i, s.abuff ) ∧ free(i′, s.abuff ) by

the invariant. Therefore exi,i′(s.abuff ) = s.abuff by (12).

[phase3] Suppose s
phase3(Ph,null)→ s′. From the definition of a phase3 transition,

phase �= 1 holds for s and s′, so the latter part of gi,i′’s definition is effective. Apparently,

gi,i′(s)
phase3(Ph,null)→ gi,i′(s

′).

[auth] Suppose s
auth(k,Ad,req)→ s′. We must prove that there exists req′ such that

fV (auth(k, Ad, req)) = fV (auth(k, Ad, req′)) and gi,i′(s)
auth(k,Ad,req′)→ gi,i′(s

′).
From the definition of auth, req = σk(s.voter(k).cand). Moreover, phase = 1 holds

for both s and s′. Therefore, the former part of gi,i′’s definition is effective. Then,

since gi,i′ does not touch voter(k).authed, auth(k, Ad, req′) is possible in gi,i′(s) with

req′ = σk(gi,i′(s).voter(k).cand). Suppose gi,i′(s)
auth(k,Ad,req′)→ s′′. From the definition of

fV , fV (auth(k, Ad, req)) = auth(k, Ad, σk(env(k))) = fV (auth(k, Ad, req′)). Moreover,

only voter(k).authed and abuff are changed in an auth transition. However,

gi,i′(s
′).voter(k).authed

= s′.voter(k).authed
= true
= s′′.voter(k).authed

and
gi,i′(s

′).abuff
= exi,i′(s

′.abuff )
= exi,i′(pair(k, σk(s.voter(k).cand)) -: s.abuff )

= pair(k, σk(s.voter(k̃).cand)) -: exi,i′(s.abuff )
= pair(k, σk(gi,i′(s).voter(k).cand)) -: gi,i′(s).abuff
= s′′.abuff .

Therefore, gi,i′(s)
auth(k,Ad,req′)→ gi,i′(s

′).

[ack] Suppose s
ack(Ad,k,sreq)→ s′. We have to prove that sreq′ exists that satisfies

fV (ack(Ad, k, sreq)) = fV (ack(Ad, k, sreq′)) and gi,i′(s)
ack(Ad,k,sreq′)→ gi,i′(s

′).
From the definition of an ack transition, phase = 1 holds for the states s and s′,

so the former part of the definition of gi,i′ is effective. Suppose the transition rule
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is applied to Γ = req and the transition s
ack(Ad,k,sreq)→ s′ is derived, which implies

pair(k, req) ∈ s.abuff . By the same discussion in the phase2 part for any state ŝ,

x ∈ ŝ.abuff ⇒ ∃j x = pair(j, σj(ŝ.voter(j).cand))

and so we have req = σk(s.voter(k).cand) using (1). Then

pair(k, σk(gi,i′(s).voter(k).cand))

= pair(k, σk(s.voter(k̃).cand))
∈ exi,i′(s.abuff )
= gi,i′(s).abuff

where the membership is derived using (4) and (8). Therefore, when Γ =

σk(gi,i′(s).voter(k).cand), ack(Ad, k, sreq
′) is possible with sreq′ = σ′

Ad(σ
−1
i (Γ))) in gi,i′(s),

and we have fV (ack(Ad, k, sreq)) = fV (ack(Ad, k, sreq′)). Suppose gi,i′(s)
ack(Ad,k,sreq′)→

s′′. Then,

gi,i′(s
′).abuff

= exi,i′(s
′.abuff )

= exi,i′(delete(pair(k, σk(s.voter(k).cand)), s.abuff ))

= delete(pair(k, σk(s.voter(k̃).cand)), exi,i′(s.abuff ))
= delete(pair(k, σk(gi,i′(s).voter(k).cand)), gi,i′(s).abuff )
= s′′.abuff

where the third equality is derived by case analysis, using (4), (6), (7), (8) and (10),

depending on whether ∃z.s.abuff = pair(k, σk(s.voter(k).cand)) -: z holds or not. More-

over, s′.voter(i).sreq �= null from the assumption about σAd. Hence,

gi,i′(s
′).voter(k).sreq

= σ′
Ad(s

′.voter(k̃).cand)
= σ′

Ad(s.voter(k̃).cand)
= σ′

Ad(gi,i′(s).voter(k).cand)
= σ′

Ad(σ
−1
i (σi(gi,i′(s).voter(k).cand)))

= s′′.voter(k).sreq.

Therefore, gi,i′(s)
ack(Ad,k,sreq′)→ gi,i′(s

′).

For the remaining transitions, phase �= 1 holds for the states before and after the

transition, so the latter part of the definition gi,i′ is effective.

[cast] We suppose s
cast(k,Co,svote)→ s′, and prove that there is a k′ that satisfies

fV (cast(k, Co, svote)) = fV (cast(k′, Co, svote)) and gi,i′(s)
cast(k′,Co,svote)→ gi,i′(s

′). Since
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χ−1(s.voter(k).sreq, s.voter(k).b) = χ−1(gi,i′(s).voter(k̃).sreq, gi,i′(s).voter(k̃).b), the ac-

tion cast(k̃, Co, svote) is possible in gi,i′(s) and then fV (cast(k, Co, svote)) =

fV (cast(k̃, Co, svote)). Assume gi,i′(s)
cast(k̃,Co,svote)→ s′′. Then,

gi,i′(s
′).voter(k̃).casted

= s′.voter(k).casted
= true

= s′′.voter(k̃).casted

and
gi,i′(s

′).vbuff
= s′.vbuff
= χ−1(s.voter(k).sreq, s.voter(k).b) -: s.vbuff

= χ−1(gi,i′(s).voter(k̃).sreq, gi,i′(s).voter(k̃).b) -: s.vbuff
= s′′.vbuff .

Therefore, gi,i′(s)
auth(k̃,Co,svote)→ gi,i′(s

′).

[pub] We suppose s
pub(Co,null,l,svote)→ s′ and prove gi,i′(s)

pub(Co,null,l,svote)→ gi,i′(s
′).

Since gi,i′ touches neither vbuff nor line, pub(Co, null, svote) is possible in gi,i′(s).

Suppose gi,i′(s)
pub(Co,null,svote)→ s′′. Let k be an arbitrary voter. Note that k satisfies

the corresponding condition of the if-statement in the effect part in the state s, i.e.,

s.voter(k).casted = true ∧ svote = χ−1(s.voter(k).sreq, s.voter(k).b) holds, if and only

if k̃ satisfies the condition in gi,i′(s). Hence, if k satisfies the above condition in s,

gi,i′(s
′).voter(k̃).line

= s′.voter(k).line
= l

= s′′.voter(k̃).line,

otherwise,

gi,i′(s
′).voter(k̃).line

= s′.voter(k).line
= s.voter(k).line

= gi,i′(s).voter(k̃).line

= s′′.voter(k̃).line.

Therefore, gi,i′(s)
pub(Co,null,l,svote)→ gi,i′(s

′).

[key] The result is proved in a similar way to that of cast.

[vote] Let us first suppose s
vote(k,null)→ s′ and prove gi,i′(s)

vote(k̃,null)→ gi,i′(s
′).



Since vote(k̃, null) is possible in gi,i′(s), assume gi,i′(s)
vote(k̃,null)→ s′′. Then,

gi,i′(s
′).voter(k̃).f inish

= s′.voter(k).f inish
= true

= s′′.voter(k̃).f inish.

Therefore, gi,i′(s)
vote(k̃,null)→ gi,i′(s

′).

Next let us suppose s
vote(k,j)→ s′ and prove gi,i′(s)

vote(k̃,j)→ gi,i′(s
′). Since subfields

cand, b and r of s.voter(k) are equal to those of gi,i′(s).voter(k̃), respectively, vote(k̃, j)

is possible in gi,i′(s). Suppose gi,i′(s)
vote(k̃,j)→ s′′. Then,

gi,i′(s
′).voter(k̃).f inish

= s′.voter(k).f inish
= true

= s′′.voter(k̃).f inish.

Therefore, gi,i′(s)
vote(k̃,j)→ gi,i′(s

′).
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